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Abstract
Specific radars that are designed to radiate electromagnetic (EM) energy into the
ground for the purpose ofdetecting and identifying underground targets are called ground
penetrating radars (GPR). High resolution three-dimensional images of the underground
environment can be produced using a bistatic, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) processing
technique. Information pertaining to the underground scenario can be extracted from the
three-dimensional images through methodical post data analysis.
Theoretical models and proof-of-concept designs are used to validate and advance
deep GPR research and development efforts. The theoretical modeling of a deep GPR
system is a lucrative method to obtain realistic deep GPR results and analysis. Realistic
theoretical deep GPRmodels must correctly model a GPR system as well as the effects of
energy interactions on the deep GPR data. The desire for a realistic deep GPR model is
to aid in the ultimate efforts of one day making field deployable and airborne deep GPRs.
Complex energy interactions take place when EM energy propagates through a
high dielectric medium creating adverse effects on GPR data. These energy interactions
include specular and diffuse reflections, attenuation, and dispersion. A valid theoretical
model must be capable of producing realistic joint specular and diffuse reflection at
different dielectric boundaries. This thesis proposes and analyzes the Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) as a valid specular and diffuse reflectance
model used in the generation of realistic GPR data. This thesis also introduces and
analyzes the direct path signal and the air-soil interface commonly found in bistatic GPR
xm
systems. The efforts of this thesis will provide a realistic GPR model that can be used in
the development ofmore advanced systems.
To assess the validity of the proposed model comprehensive testing and analysis
has been completed. Intense analysis of the realistic theoretical model introduced in this
thesis included variations in the target's spatial orientation, size, and position. Analysis
also examined the validity of the BRDF as a reflectance model along with the modeling
of the direct path signal. The model was then compared to known real GPR data. The
authentic energy interaction created through the use of the BRDF and incorporation of




Radio detection and ranging, more commonly known as RADAR, is a
communication system often used for the detection and location of various types of
objects. The applications surrounding the concepts of radar are wide ranged, extending
from target detection and target identification to target tracking. This thesis is written
with the assumption that the reader has a basic understanding ofradar systems.
One form of radar system that is involved in the detection of diverse underground
objects is commonly referred to as a ground penetrating radar (GPR) system. GPR
systems potentially enable the identification of changes in ground dielectric composition
beneath the Earth's surface, often using a wide band, frequency modulated continuous
wave transmission signal. The ability to resolve targets under the Earth's surface relies
on the propagation of electromagnetic (EM) waves through a highly dielectric medium
and the reflection of the EM waves from the buried target.
Ground penetrating radar lends itself to many applications, usually sharing the
common goal to detect targets beneath the Earth's surface. The vast capabilities of a
GPR system have resulted in many application based responses. The military has an
interest in a field deployable GPR in hopes of one day making GPR a common airborne
system. Military applications include the detection ofmines, underground bunkers, and
underground weapons. The military is not the only group interested in GPR. There is
also a wide range of commercial applications, such as the detection of buried pipes,
underground water wells, and buried cables. There is an abundance of geological
information that can be extracted from GPR data including soil types, erosion
characteristics, rock and mineral exploration, and underground water and soil
contamination.
High resolution detailed information of what lies beneath the Earth's surface can
be obtained by incorporating Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) processing. One form of
SAR processing utilizes phase aligned information to construct the underground three-
dimensional images. In addition, SAR processing increases the overall resolution of a
GPR system by incorporating a dynamic receiving antenna to produce a spatially larger
effective receiving antenna aperture.
Ground penetrating radar systems are often theoretically modeled to assess their
expected performance. The theoretical models required for these systems must include
key GPR components in order to accurately represent the actual system. The theoretical
models must also include natural phenomena. The complexity of describing natural
phenomena significantly increases when dealing with underground phenomenology. This
increase in complexity is directly correlated to the effects that the ground has on
electromagnetic radiation. Complex effects include path attenuation, specular and diffuse
reflections, dispersion, and frequency fluctuations.
One theoretical technique used to model the propagation of electromagnetic
waves is ray-tracing. Ray-tracing is based on the particle-like behaviors of
electromagnetic waves in the far field. Ray-tracing is valid in the near field when each
element of the receiver is considered. The ray-tracing technique models an
electromagnetic field as a series of straight narrow beams called rays. The ray-tracing
technique is considered valid for targets of size greater than a wavelength. [1,2] This
characteristic of ray-tracing presents that practically all underground particles smaller
than a wavelength will not be resolvable using the ray-tracing technique. Ray-tracing
accounts for specular reflection, while neglecting diffuse reflections, dispersion,
diffraction, and amplitude information.
The interaction between an electromagnetic wave and a medium produces a
complicated energy-matter dynamic. This interaction depends on the physical
characteristics of the electromagnetic wave as well as the physical composition and
characteristics of the matter. This interaction has been examined by many different
techniques to provide an accurate solution to the general radiative transfer equation. [3]
Analogous to the general radiative transfer equation used in physics, the rendering
equation [4] is used to describe the radiative phenomena in computer graphics. One
rendering method, which satisfies the rendering equation, is the Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF). [5, 6] The BRDF is a reflectance model that incorporates
both specular and diffuse reflections while accounting for the texture and reflection
characteristics of the object. This versatile reflectance model uses specular and diffuse
reflections to produce important amplitude information that can be applied to the
underground GPR scenario.
To accurately model a GPR system both the phase and amplitude information
pertaining to the underground returns must be realistically modeled. Accredited
theoretical models have emphasized the phase information obtained by specular
reflections through the ray-tracing technique. These theoretical models neglect the
complex ground medium and diffuse scattering found in underground reflections.
Diffuse reflections within a high dielectric medium must be considered to accurately
portray common underground GPR scenarios.
1.1 Problem Statement
The desire to accurately detect targets beneath the Earth's surface with GPR
systems has led to the motivation for a GPR target model. This Thesis will describe a
method that incorporates the realistic modeling of targets in an underground environment.
The main advantage of a GPR simulator system is that it aids in the design and
implementation of an analogous hardware based system that could be field deployed for
underground target detection. Many signal, ground, target, and system properties affect
the GPRs ability to detect targets, making the actual design and construction of a versatile
system complicated. The advantages of a GPR simulator system are that it enables a
wide range of scenarios to be examined through efficient and effective theoretical models
that can be directly related to realistic environments. The goal of the GPR targetmodel is
to accommodate and justify the theories and ideas of the GPR community along with
producing a realistic theoretical model from which a versatile hardware system can be
designed.
The GPR target model presented will consider system, signal, ground medium,
target, and reflection properties applicable in GPR systems and scenarios. This GPR
target model will incorporate direct path, path attenuation, scatterer attenuation,
dispersion, specular and diffuse reflections, multiple transmissions, antenna radiation
patterns, and a variety of targets. This will be accomplished by utilizing the amplitude
and phase components of the received signal as a function of signal propagation within a
medium, signal characteristics, and target composition. This GPR target model will build
upon the original work accomplished by the Air Force Research Laboratories (AFRL) at
the Rome Research Site and Black River Systems Company, Inc. [7-13] The research
accomplished will expand upon the work of two previous Master's Theses written on
ground penetrating radar researched at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology. [1,14]
1.2 Overview
The purpose of this thesis is to describe the theory, methodology, implementation,
and results of an advanced deep ground penetrated radar system and target model
developed through this research. This thesis is organized as described below.
Chapter 1: Introduction of the problem and boundaries associated with the solution.
Chapter 2: Review of research in the area of ground penetrating radar models.
Chapter 3: Description of the background theory necessary to adequately describe and
understand the target model and simulation technique.
Chapter 4: Description of the ground penetrating radar system.
Chapter 5: Description of the ground penetrating radar target model.
Chapter 6: Simulated results generated using the GPR targetmodel and analysis.
Chapter 7: Summary and conclusions drawn from the experiments conducted with the
developed ground penetrating radar target model.
2. Review ofLiterature
The complexity involved in the modeling ofa GPR system has motivated research
in radar systems, radiated signals, ground mediums, underground target characteristics,
and reflection properties. GPR system parameters such as antenna patterns, transmitter
power, receiver sensitivity, direct path, and overall system resolution determine the
physical limitations of the system. Signal parameters include transmitted signal
properties such as signal type, frequency, and signal amplitude. Ground medium
parameters include the effects of attenuation within a high dielectric medium, which
depends upon the dielectric composition of the ground medium. Target parameters
include the physical composition of the targets such as size, location, and dielectric
properties. Reflection parameters includes the physical phenomena that is evident in all
energy interactions, especially GPR systems, such as a combination of specular and
diffuse reflections, multiple transmissions and reflections, air-soil interface, direct path
signal, and attenuation. The methods investigated and implemented must consider and
account for each of these properties and their associated parameters. The techniques
chosen to appropriately model a GPR system are the ray-tracing technique and the
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF).
2.1 Ray-Tracing Technique
The complexity of a traveling electromagnetic wave has motivated the research of
theoretical techniques to model propagating electromagnetic waves. Such a technique
must consider the kinematics of electromagnetic waves along with their associated
propagation and reflection properties. [15] A theoretical technique researched that
satisfies these requirements is the ray-tracing technique.
Two standard ray-tracing techniques are used to model electromagnetic waves,
forward ray-tracing and backward ray-tracing. [16] The forward ray-tracing technique
consists ofprojecting rays from a source and collecting the rays at an observer. Realistic
scenarios directly follow the forward ray-tracing technique. The backward ray-tracing
technique consists of projecting rays from an observer and collecting them at a source.
The forward ray-tracing technique is very computationally intensive when compared to
the backward ray-tracing technique because of the generation ofmany unused rays. [16]
The forward technique is valid for small sources when compared to the observer and the
backward technique is valid for large sources when compared to the observer. [16] Since
the GPR system considered in this research uses Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
techniques to reconstruct high resolution three-dimensional images, the effective receiver
is large compared to the transmitter. Thus, this application is tailored for the forward ray-
tracing technique.
The ray-tracing technique is a valid means for measuring path distances within a
scenario. An abundance of information can be extrapolated from the known distances
that electromagnetic waves travel. In ground penetrating radar systems, path attenuation
and phase delay can be readily calculated through the knowledge of the propagating
medium and the electromagnetic wave path distances. However, in most situations the
propagating medium is unknown and must be estimated. There are several different
methods used to calculate the electromagnetic wave's path distance in both the two-
dimensional case and the three-dimensional case. Cai and McMechan, examined the
two-dimensional ray-tracing case for a bistatic ground penetrating radar. [15] Their
model utilized the forward ray-tracing technique with a uniform ray pattern. This
uniform ray pattern is a common way to model an isotropic antenna. Using the Law of
Reflection, Cai and McMechan varied the incident and reflected angles within the two-
dimensional ground penetrating system. This angle variation accomplishes much of the
same things in two-dimensional space as the SAR processing accomplishes in
three-
dimensional space. Their work showed obvious characteristics of attenuation as a
function of frequency. Their model considered attenuation and reflections in a
homogeneous material, while describing the medium only in terms of dielectric
permittivity. Their medium definition neglected other important ground properties such
as dielectric permeability and conductivity. Overall, the Cai and McMechan
two-
dimensional model incorporated a two-dimensional forward ray-tracing technique to
model underground targets. Their model accounted for some but not all ground medium
properties, specular reflection, and path attenuation. Another similar two-dimensional
ray-tracing technique presented by Goodman used discrete methods to model
underground targets. [17] Goodman's forward ray-tracing model also was tailored
around the concept of a GPR system. Both of these models lacked three-dimensional
validity, diffuse reflections, diffraction, and anisotropic target properties. The desire and
methodology for a three-dimensional ray-tracing technique was presented by Glassner.
[16]
Glassner'
s three-dimensional ray-tracing technique involves calculating the
reflected and transmitted rays based upon the incident ray angle with respect to the
normal of the target. The normal of the target surface was defined from three-
dimensional triangular surfaces called facets. These triangular facets can construct a
variety of three-dimensional geometries and each facet can possibly contain different
properties pertaining to the three-dimensional targets. The target definition versatility
and the three-dimensional ray-tracing method presented by Glassner creates a realistic
applicable ray-tracing scenario. This research uses similar techniques to construct
three-
dimensional targets.
A valid forward ray-tracing ground penetrating radar model relies on the precise
modeling of the bistatic antennas. The radiated energy from an antenna can be quantized
into discrete rays. This makes the forward ray-tracing technique a perfect fit for the
modeling of different types of antennas. Antennas are characterized through gain as a
function of angle and transmit power. [18-31] The radar range equation uses the
directivity and gain of an antenna. [18-23] Different antennas lend themselves to
different applications. Studies of different types of antennas for GPR systems have been
a main focus of Lestari, Yarovoy, and Ligthart. [24-31] One specific study concerning
ultra-wideband GPR antennas was done by Yarovoy and Ligthart. [26, 29] They
examined three different types of antennas for GPR applications, the dielectric filled
Transverse Electric and Magnetic (TEM) horn, the dielectric embedded shielded dipole,
and a capacitively-loaded bow-tie. It was determined through their investigation that the
bow-tie antenna acts as a suitable deep ground radiator for a wide range of low
frequencies. The dipole proved to be a high-resolution radiator while the TEM horn
produced stable results at varying radiation elevations. The wide bandwidth
characteristic of the bow-tie antenna has made the bow-tie antenna the antenna of choice
for continuous wave linearly frequency modulated (CWLFM) GPR systems. Lestari,
Yarovoy, and Ligthart examined this wideband characteristic in depth through a variety
of simulations. [26, 29] The favorable characteristics of the bow-tie antenna in a GPR
system has led Lestari, Yarovoy, and Ligthart to evaluate adaptable bow-tie antennas for
specific GPR applications. [26-31] The GPR simulator resulting from this research
considers different antenna patterns for different types of radiators used in GPR systems.
The baseline antenna researched consists of the isotropic bow-tie antenna as the primary
wideband radiator.
The physical validity of the ray-tracing technique is compromised when
accounting for attenuation, diffraction, dispersion, and diffuse reflections. Previous
ray-
tracing techniques are only concerned with the intersections of rays with targets, path
distances, and specular reflections. [1] These limitations of the ray-tracing technique
hinder its credibility in a complex GPR environment. Some ray-tracing techniques have
been developed to account for these limitations. Sato, Wakayama, and Takemura
modeled diffraction around the corners of targets by adding rays to the outer edges of the
targets. [2] Cai and McMechan implemented path attenuation as a function of frequency
and path length into their two-dimensional ray-tracing model. [15] Goodman presented a
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method of combining data from multiple ray-tracing models of different materials to
model the effects of dispersion using ray-tracing. [17] These methods provide a way to
obtain results that are more practical using the basic ray-tracing technique. However,
these methods often increase the computational complexity of the model on the order of
the number of additional rays needed to correctly describe the interaction. This increase
in computational complexity prompts a need for a computational efficient realistic energy
interaction model.
Ray-tracing provides an acceptable analytical method to model an
electromagnetic wave. This method becomes increasingly invalid for more complex
system models. Three-dimensional forward ray-tracing is a goodmethod for representing
electromagnetic waves, antenna patterns, calculating path lengths, andmodeling specular
reflection. The three-dimensional triangular facet composed targets are also tailored to
the ray-tracing technique. However, the physical limitations of ray-tracing have led to
the research of other models to incorporate realistic specular and diffuse reflections,
while accounting for direct path and path attenuation. These realistic energy-matter
interactions increase the complexity of the modeling of an electromagnetic wave within a
GPR system. The theoretical technique must now also consider the high amounts ofpath
attenuation and diffuse reflection within an underground propagation medium. This
research uses the ray-tracing technique as the primary electromagnetic wave model, while
incorporating the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) as the specular
and diffuse reflectance model. [4-6, 32-34]
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2.2 BidirectionalReflectanceDistribution Function
Electromagnetic wave reflections are a function of the specular and diffuse
components created when an electromagnetic wave is incident upon an object. The
specular and diffuse reflected components depend upon the physical characteristics of the
electromagnetic wave along with the physical composition of the reflecting object. These
reflections have been examined by many different rendering techniques used to describe
the radiative electromagnetic wave phenomena found in computer graphics. A rendering
method which incorporates specular and diffuse reflections as a function of incident
electromagnetic radiation is the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF).
[4-6, 32-34]
The energy-matter dynamic common in reflected electromagnetic waves was
studied by Beckman in the 1960's. His work examined the importance of a shadowing
function in scattering field algorithms. [35, 36] His shadowing function realized the
specular and diffuse components in scattered energy while accounting for Baye's
Theorem and a normal illumination distribution. [35] Beckman's work produced
equations including interference phenomena applicable to a large range of surfaces.
Beckman's ground breaking research prompted the need to model these interactions.
However, these equations were computationally too complex to be used to satisfy the
rendering equation. This complexity was simplified by Torrance and Sparrow by
proposing a model based on geometric optics. Their analytical model assumes that the
surface consists of small, randomly disposed, mirror-like facets, which accounted for
specular and diffuse reflections due to multiple reflections and internal scattering. [37]
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Their work is composed of a combination of applied physics and computer graphics
techniques. Early computer rendering attempts mainly focused on algorithm speed and
neglected the accuracy of the rendering models. [38] Phong proposed an algorithm that
accounts for the fundamental laws of optics, which were previously neglected due to an
overwhelming interest in performance rather than accuracy. Phong's models take into
account a linear combination of specular and diffuse reflections relative to the position of
the observer. [38] He accounts for this by defining a normal vector to each point on the
surface. Phong's models were found to closely match experimental results and out
performed the Torrance and Sparrow model physically and computationally. [39] This
computational and physical breakthrough led to work done by Cook and Torrance. Cook
and Torrance presented a reflectance model for rough surfaces. [40] This general model
used geometrical optics to define a reflectance definition that relates the brightness of an
object to the intensity and size of each light source that illuminates it. This previous
work has allowed a significant advancement in describing what happens when energy is
incident upon a surface. One reflectance model that has evolved from this work is the
BRDF.
A BRDF describes the amount of energy reflected from a surface when observed
from different positions. More specifically the BRDF relates the incoming and outgoing
radiance at a given point on a surface. [5, 6, 32-34] The BRDF is theoretically dependent
upon five variables: position, polarization, incident direction, observed direction, and
wavelength. [5, 6, 32-34] These variables, excluding polarization, are used in a
customizable reflectance model proposed by Schlick. [32, 33] Schlick's model uses the
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theoretical work done by Cook-Torrance and Beckman to encompass specular and
diffuse reflections within a BRDF. A timeline table illustrating the author and their
reflectance model can be found in Table 2.1.
Author Model Date
Beckman









Linear combination of specular and diffuse
reflections with respect to the observer.
1975
Cook and Torrance Reflectance model for rough surfaces. 1981
Schlick
Customizable specular and diffuse reflectance
model using the BRDF.
1993
Kapfer
Modified Customizable specular and diffuse
reflectance target model using the BRDF.
2005
Table 2.1: A Summary of Specular and Diffuse ReflectanceModels
One of the main objectives of this research is to incorporate a specular and diffuse
reflectance model into the ray-tracing technique. This reflectance model must produce
important amplitude information about the target in the underground environment. The
customizable BRDF model was selected for the specular and diffuse reflection modeling
used in this GPR targetmodel.
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3. Theory
The design of a GPR system simulator and a realistic targetmodel begins with the
understanding of the variables that affect the ability of the GPR to detect targets. The
theory behind the variables found in GPR systems and environments must be understood
to accurately and realistically model these effects in a GPR system simulator and target
model. This section examines the key theories investigated and implemented in the GPR
system simulator and target model.
3.1 Radar
Radars are communication systems that use scattered transmitted signal strength
and phase of electromagnetic waves to gather target information. Radar uses
electromagnetic energy to gain information about a target's position, velocity, and type.
Radar systems incorporate the theory of electromagnetic waves to transmit and receive
information signals. They are designed and constructed around the concepts and theories
of electromagnetic fields and waves. The comprehension of radar systems begins with
the knowledge ofhow the information is transferred.
The motion of free charges produces currents and therefore electromagnetic
fields. The electromagnetic field describes the spatial distribution of the radiated
electromagnetic waves. [41] Time-dependent electromagnetic fields produce waves.
These waves are defined by the time varying electric and magnetic components of an
electromagnetic field.
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Three fundamental vector quantities are used to describe electromagnetic fields.
The electric field intensity is denoted by E, the magnetic field intensity is denoted by H,
and the Poynting vector is described by Equation (3-1) and denoted by P. [41]
P = ExH (3-1)
Where P = PoyntingVector
E = electric field intensity
H = magnetic field intensity
x = Cross Product
The result of the cross product between the electric field intensity and magnetic field
intensity produces the Poynting vector, which indicates the direction of electromagnetic
wave propagation. Wave propagation is possible since the electric and magnetic
components are mutually orthogonal.
Electromagnetic waves are the time variation of the electric and magnetic fields
that propagate away from an accelerated charge. The time and position dependence of
the electric and magnetic field intensities produce the electromagnetic wave equations.
These time-harmonic fields are sinusoidal in nature. The electric and magnetic
components of the wave equation are shown in Equations (3-2) and (3-3) respectively.
[41, 42]
(z,f) =Re|(zy*] (3-2)
H(z,t) = Re[H{z)eJW'\ (3-3)
Where E = electric field intensity in phasor form
H = magnetic field intensity in phasor form
t = time
z = position
oo = angular frequency
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The propagating sinusoidal electromagnetic wave carries information used by
radar systems. These electromagnetic waves can be modeled as many discrete rays using
the ray-tracing technique for a given far field interaction. Far field is defined as many
wavelengths when measured from the source, i.e. more than ten wavelengths. These EM
waves can also be modeled in the near field using the ray-tracing technique while
considering element to element interactions. The information carried by the rays can be
interpreted with knowledge of the transmissionmedium and radar system parameters.
Common components found in radar systems are the transmitter, receiver, and
some type of either a dual or single antenna configuration. The transmitter generates
energy with specific characteristics. This energy is then radiated from an antenna. The
radiated energy strikes a target and the reflected energy is collected by the antenna. This
received energy is amplified and mixedwith the transmitted signal by the receiver. From
this received signal, target information is gained through different types ofprocessing.
Important information pertaining to the target's position, direction, velocity, and
type can be gained through radar returns. Radar systems are categorized by
then-
application and design parameters. Different objectives are fulfilled with different types
of radar. One common objective of a radar system is to detect targets at long ranges.
Target detection is dependent upon the quantity of energy reflected by a target and
received by the radar. Among other things, the amount of reflected energy is dependent
upon the type of target and the distance between the target and the radar. In general, the
farther the target is from the radar the less reflected energy is received by the radar. This






Where Rmax =maximum detectable range
Pt = transmitted power
G = antenna gain
Ae = antennas effective aperture
a = radar cross section of the target
Smj = minimum detectable signal of the receiver
(including noise and losses)
The radar range equation is composed of all radar designer controlled variables except
the radar cross section (RCS) of the target. The multi-parameter radar range equation
illustrates the need for different types of radars to accommodate different types of
detection situations.
Antennas are used to focus, transmit, and collect energy in radar systems.
Antenna performance is a function of the desired application and is governed by different
types of antennas. Different applications call for different types of antennas each with
their own corresponding characteristics. Antenna characteristics often include radiation
patterns, radiation efficiency, input impedance, efficiency, frequency, and bandwidth
behavior. [20, 21] The question posed by most radar system designers is how to relate
each of the antenna's characteristics to the specific radar application.
The antenna's performance in a GPR system is directly related to the presence of
the ground as the desired propagation medium. The large difference in dielectric
properties seen in the GPR environments reduces the antenna's ability to transfer energy
to a target. Another major issue that affects the performance of a GPR system is the
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coupling of energy between the ground and antenna. Realistic GPR system modeling
must include the effects of radiative coupling. This GPR system model accounts for
radiative coupling at both of the systems antennas.
Antenna systems incorporates both a way to radiate (transmit) and accept
(receive) energies. There are two general classes of antenna systems; systems that utilize
two antennas, one for transmission and another for reception (bistatic), and systems that
utilize one antenna for both transmission and reception (monostatic). The GPR systems
researched make use of the bistatic antenna system configuration. This antenna
configuration is used in this GPR system model and consists of stationary transmit and
receive antennas during the transmission and reception process.
In radar operation, system resolution is of great importance. Increased system
resolution provides more information about the target and its surroundings. The
resolution of a radar system is a function of the transmitted signal properties and antenna
and medium characteristics. The radar's angular resolution is directly related to the
physical size of the antenna's aperture, while the radar's range resolution is directly
related to the transmit signal's bandwidth. By increasing the antenna's aperture size and
increasing the transmitted signal's bandwidth, the resolution of the radar system is
increased. [43-45] This increase in aperture size and transmitted signal bandwidth
directly results in an increase in the required system bandwidth. The limitations on
system bandwidth and the desire of obtaining high resolution radar systems have led to
the advances in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR).
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SAR is an active coherent imaging method used to increase resolution through the
exploration of a scenario from many different positions. This multi-directional imaging
method effectively produces higher resolution radar systems. A common SAR analogy is
to consider an object placed in front of you, with both eyes open and your head moving
over the area of the object try to describe the object. The spatial variation of your head
has provided an abundance of information about the object. This visual analogy
illustrates how SAR aids in the spatial resolution of radar systems. The increase in
resolution gained through the use of SAR is theoretically two times that of a system that
does not incorporate SAR for a fixed beam stripmap image. [43-45] The spatial
resolution of a radar system is defined in two dimensions, cross-range and slant-range.
The resolution of each dimension is dependent upon the composite antenna radiation
pattern and the antenna beam characteristics.
Cross-range spatial resolution of a typical radar beam is defined as the point
where two targets are differentiable within the main beam of the radar. The main beam of
a radar system is conventionally defined as the half-power (3 dB) width of the antenna's
mainlobe. Equation (3-5) illustrates the cross-range spatial resolution in radians with
respect to the length of the antenna and the transmitted wavelength for a uniformly




Where QidB - cross-range spatial resolution
X = transmitted wavelength
D = antenna's physical length
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This relationship reinforces the previous statement that increased radar resolution is
obtained through a larger antenna aperture size. The coherent nature of SAR allows this
resolution to be incorporated over a succession of different locations making use of
multiple transmissions and receptions. This gain in resolution is due to the fact that the
effective length of the antenna is increased, therefore increasing the angular resolution of
the radar system. The equation for the increased spatially dependent focused stripmap
SAR resolution now can be determined using Equation (3-6). [439]
A*M=y [*] (3-6)
Where AXsar - spatial resolution
D = antenna's physical length
This result illustrates that SAR cross-range resolution is only dependent upon antenna
aperture length and not frequency. This result also shows that SAR spatial resolution is
increased by a shorter physical antenna aperture length, which contradicts the resolution
relationship in a typical non-SAR radar system. This result points out that the resolution
of a traditional non-SAR system can be obtained using a smaller aperture in a SAR
incorporated system.
High resolution detailed information can be created using SAR techniques
consisting of multiple radar transmission and knowledge of the phase and amplitudes of
the transmitted and received signals. The primary trade-off in implementing a SAR
technique is the extensive data processing that is necessary to process SAR two and
three-dimensional data.
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GPR SAR images are produced from energy that is reflected from underground
targets. The GPR's parameters are the only adjustable factors that contribute to the
GPR's ability to detect underground returns. The incorporation of SAR into a GPR
potentially increases the resolution of the radar and aids in the detection of targets.
3.2 SubsurfaceModeling
As the term "path
attenuation"
implies, the attenuation is directly related to the
traveled path. Another attenuation factor is due to the medium through which the
electromagnetic wave propagates. [46] Since an electromagnetic wave is composed of an
electric field and a magnetic field, it is obvious that the properties of the ground that
would affect this signal are electric and magnetic in nature. The properties of the
medium helps to dictate the performance of the GPR system. The properties of the
ground considered in GPR systems are the ground dielectric permittivity constant ( r ),
the ground dielectric permeability constant ( ur), and the conductivity of the ground ( a ).
The ground is composed of many different materials, each material having different
electric and magnetic dielectric properties. These heterogeneous mediums are common
in nature and can be modeled through the use ofmany simple medium layers. A simple
medium is a homogeneous medium, which implies that these ground properties are
merely constants. By incorporating multiple different layers of a simple medium a
realistic heterogeneous ground medium often can be accurately portrayed.
Permittivity is defined as the proportionality constant between the electric flux
density and the electric field intensity in free space. The dielectric permittivity constant
(er) is a constant that relates the permittivity of free space ( e0 ) to that of a medium. [47]
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The dielectric permittivity constant is also commonly referred to as the relative
permittivity of a material. Dielectric permittivity is caused by the restoring forces within
a medium when external force is applied to a charge moving the charge from its
equilibrium state. [48] The velocity of electromagnetic wave propagation is primarily
governed by the relative permittivity of the medium. [19] The absolute permittivity of a
medium is considered to be the product of the dielectric permittivity constant and
permittivity of free space. (Equation (3-7)) [41]
8 = sre0 [F/m] (3-7)
Where s = absolute permittivity
sr
= relative permittivity of a material
s0
=




As previously stated the dielectric permittivity constant varies as a function of the ground
properties.
Electrical ground conductivity is the ability of a medium to transport an electrical
charge through the process of conduction. [49] The measure of the conductance in a
material is known as the material's conductivity. The units associated with the
conductivity of ground are either [S/m] or [Mhos/m]. From the units, one may conclude
that conductivity is the reciprocal of resistivity. The conductance property is determined
by standardized measures of soil conductance by the distance and cross sectional area
through which a current travels. A formal definition of conductivity is shown in Equation
(3-8). [41]
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<r =| [Sim] (3-8)
Where a = conductivity
J = current density in a surface
E = electric field through the surface
Multiple factors contribute to soil conductivity including the volume and density of
ground, the soil composition, the electrolytes in ground water, and the conductivity of the
mineral phase. [49] A variety of different conductivity values for common ground
materials and propagation mediums can be found in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 respectively.
Investigation into the numerical values of a material's permittivity and
conductivity has led to a great deal of experimental research. The complexity of a GPR
system ground model lies within the accuracy of reconstruction of the propagating
medium which is commonly a heterogeneous medium. This experimental work has led
to tabulated results for certain material's conductivity and permittivity at a frequency of
100MHz. [19, 50] A table of common materials found in the ground and their associated
conductivity and permittivity ranges are shown in Table 3.1.
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Dielectric Characteristics ofVarious Materials
Material Conductivity (S/m) Relative Permittivity
Air 0 1.0
Asphalt: Dry 0.001-0.01 2.0-4.0
Asphalt: Wet 0.01-0.1 6.0-12.0
Clay: Dry 0.001-0.1 2.0-6.0
Clay: Saturated 0.1-1.0 15.0-40.0
Coal: Dry 0.01 3.5
Coal: Wet 0.1 8.0
Concrete: Dry 0.001-0.01 4.0-10.0
Concrete: Wet 0.01-0.1 10.0-20.0
Freshwater 0.0001-0.001 81.0
Fresh water at 10.0C 0.001-0.01 84.0
Fresh water at 20.0 C 0.001-0.01 80.0
Freshwater Ice 0.001 4.0
Granite: Dry 10A-8 - 10A-6 5.0
Granite: Wet 0.001-0.01 7.0
Limestone: Dry 10A-9 - 10A-6 7.0
Limestone: Wet 0.01-0.1 8.0
Permafrost 10A-5 10A-2 4.0-8.0
Rock Salt: Dry 0.0001 4.0-7.0
Sand: Dry 10A-7 - 10A-3 4.0-6.0
Sand: Saturated 0.0004-0.01 10.0-30.0
Sandstone: Dry 10A-9
- 10A-6 2.0-3.0
Sandstone: Wet 10A-6-10A-5 5.0-10.0
Seawater 4.0 81.0
Seawater at 10.0 C 4.0-5.0 80.0
Seawater at 20.0C 4.0-5.0 73.0
Seawater Ice 0.01-0.1 4.0-8.0
Polar ice 0.00025 3.0
Polar Ice Cap 0.0001 1.0





Table 3.1: GroundMaterial Properties
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Other research has led to more general conductivity and permittivity ranges for different
types of common ground composition. [19, 50] A table of approximate relative dielectric
permittivity constants for various types ofground mediums can be seen in Table 3.2.
Dielectric Characteristics ofCommon Ground Mediums





Dry, sandy, flat (typical ofcoastal land) 0.002 10.0
Pastoral Hills, rich soil 0.003-0.01 14.0-20.0
Pastoral medium hills and forestation 0.004-0.006 13.0
Fertile land 0.002 10.0
Rich agricultural land (low hills) 0.01 15.0
Rocky land, steep hills 0.002 10.0-15.0
Marshy land, densely wooded 0.0075 12.0
Marshy, forested, flat 0.008 12.0
Mountainous/hilly (to about 1000 m) 0.001 5.0
Highly moist ground 0.005-0.02 30.0
City Industrial area of average attenuation 0.001 5.0
City industrial area ofmaximal attenuation 0.0004 3.0
City industrial area 0.0001 3.0
Soil: Sandy Dry 0.0001-0.01 4.0-6.0
Soil: SandyWet 0.01-0.1 15.0-30.0
Soil: Loamy Dry 0.0001-0.001 4.0-6.0
Soil: LoamyWet 0.01-0.1 10.0-20.0
Soil: Clayey Dry 0.0004-0.1 4.0-6.0
Soil: ClayeyWet
0.1-1.0 10.0-15.0
Table 3.2: Ground Type Properties
Permeability is defined as the proportionality constant between the magnetic flux
density and the magnetic field intensity in free space ( Uo ). [48] The dielectric
permeability constant ( pr ) is a constant that relates the permeability
of free space to that
of a medium. The dielectric permeability constant is also commonly referred to as the
relative permeability of a material. The
absolute permeability of a medium is considered
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Where pt = absolute permeability
fir = relative permeability of amaterial




Magnetic ground properties are dominantly controlled by the presence of iron within the
ground. Since magnetic properties ofmost geological materials are the same as those in a
vacuum, and it is common to assume the dielectric permeability constant ( Ur ) is equal to
one. This assumption however could cause numerous errors in attenuation, velocity, and
frequency fluctuation calculations. Therefore, this research considers a range ofpractical
dielectric permeability constants to examine the effects on path attenuation.
Knowledge of the electromagnetic wave propagating medium enables GPR
systems to be tailored to specific applications and environments. These ground dielectric
and conducting properties lead to information pertaining to
the attenuation, reflection,
and transmission of electromagnetic waves in an underground GPR environment.
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3.3 Energy Interactions
A GPR system model must account for numerous physical phenomena caused by
the interaction of energy with matter. These phenomena are a function ofmany signal,
system, and medium properties. The complexity of a GPR target model lies within the
modeling of these properties and other natural phenomena. When considering an energy
interaction model it is important to consider such things as specular and diffuse reflection
and attenuation. These interactions are a function of the propagating medium, the
transmitted signal, and natural phenomena.
The interaction between energy and matter has been the focus of research in radar,
communications, visual modeling, and computer graphic rendering fields. This
energy-
matter phenomenon is easily realizable when thought of in terms of light hitting different
surfaces. When light makes contact with a material three types of interactions may
occur: reflection, absorption, and transmittance. [3] These phenomena are described by
energy physics and are a function of the physical characteristics of light as well as the
physical composition and characteristics of the surface.
The different types of interactions are what cause surfaces to look different to an
observer. When considering the reflection characteristic of energy, two major
components play a role in how energy is
reflected. These are the specular and diffuse
reflection components. Think of a flashlight shining on a perfectly smooth and reflective
surface; light is reflected in a single direction according
to Snell's Law. [3] This
reflection is called specular reflection and obeys the Law of Reflection. The Law of
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Reflection states that the reflected ray resides in the plane of incidence and has an angle
of reflection equal to the angle of incidence. [3] This is described by Equation (3-10).
6i=6r (3-10)
Where 0, = angle of incidence
0r = angle of reflection
Consider a pass in basketball; the ball will bounce (reflect) off the court at the same angle
it struck the court with respect to the surface normal. This principle can be visualized in
Figure 3.1, notice each angle is defined from the normal of the surface and propagates
within the same plane.





= Index ofRefraction for
medium 1
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Figure 3.1 Reflection and RefractionModel
Now consider a flashlight shining on a rough surface, light is scattered in every
direction. [3] This reflection is composed of both specular and diffuse reflections.
Diffuse reflections are responsible for the scattering of light in all directions. This
principle can be visualized in Figure 3.2. Keep in mind Figure 3.2 is a two-dimensional
representation, diffuse reflections are in all directions (three-dimensional).
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Figure 3.2: Perfectly Diffuse Reflection Scenario
The combination of specular and diffuse reflections obeys the Law of Conservation of
Energy. The Law of Conservation of Energy states that all energy entering a system is
equal to all energy leaving a system. [3] The combination of specular and diffusely
reflected energy along with transmitted energy must follow the Law of Conservation of
Energy.
A third component that must be considered in any realistic system, especially a
GPR system, is attenuation. Attenuation is the reduction of wave amplitude caused by
absorption into a dielectric material. This attenuation term is also a variable in the Law
of Conservation of Energy. Attenuation is discussed in more detail throughout this
chapter because of its large role in the energy interactions that take place in the
propagation of energy underground. A simplified analytical expression for the Law of
Conservation ofEnergy is shown in Equation (3-1 1).
Total Energy =^Transmitted + ]TReflected + ]TAttenuated (3-11)
Another important property of a realistic reflection scenario is Helmholtz's
Reciprocity Rule. The Helmholtz's Reciprocity Rule basically states that if the
orientation of traveling energy is reversed, the energy
intensities will not change. This
can be seen more clearly in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Helmholtz's Reciprocity Rule
Specular and diffuse reflection scenarios also follow Fresnel's Equations. The
Fresnel equations provide the ratio of reflected and transmitted electric field amplitude to
the initial electric field for electromagnetic waves incident on a dielectric. [41, 42] This
ratio contributes to the explanation of the interaction of an electromagnetic wave at a
dielectric boundary. The Fresnel equations consider electromagnetic waves as transverse,
hence splitting the wave into its perpendicular and parallel components. The Fresnel
equations depend on the index of refraction, the dielectric permeability, and the incident
and refracted angles as seen in Figure 3.1. The perpendicular reflection amplitude is



















Wherer = perpendicular reflection amplitude
r||
= parallel reflection amplitude
Er = reflected electric field intensity
Ej = incident reflected field intensity
6i = angel of incidence
6r angle ofreflection
Hi = dielectric permeability ofmedium one
H2
- dielectric permeability ofmedium two
/ = index of refraction ofmedium one
2
= index of refraction ofmedium two
It is often easier in GPR systems to consider power instead of amplitude. The Fresnel
equations can be expressed as power by squaring the magnitude of the amplitude, making
them applicable to power equations and power relationships. The Fresnel equations can





Where R x - perpendicular reflection power
R\\ = parallel reflection power
r\\
= parallel reflection amplitude
rj.
= perpendicular reflection amplitude
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Perfect specular reflection exactly follows Snell's Law and the Law of
Conservation of Energy, where energy is reflected in one single direction. When perfect
diffuse reflection reflects light in every direction uniformly, it is also called Lambertain
reflection. [33] Since only idealistic models have perfect specular and perfect diffuse
reflection components, it is crucial to consider more realistic surfaces and their joint
specular and diffuse reflection properties. Together specular and diffuse reflections
follow the Energy Conservation Law, Snell's Law, Helmholtz Reciprocity Rule, and
Fresnel's Equations. [33] A realistic reflectance scenario such as the BRDF is visualized
in Figure 3.4, illustrating both specular and diffuse reflections along with a directional
component.
BRDF Diffuse Specular Directional
Figure 3.4: Realistic Reflection Scenario
The Law of refraction also known as Snell's Law states that a refracted ray lies in
the plane of incidence and has an angle of refraction that is related to the angle of
incidence and the wavelength of the incident and refracted ray. Incident energy is not
only reflected as previously stated; a portion of the energy is also transmitted through a
material. This transmission of energy through a material follows Snell's Refraction Law.
[3] This law describes what direction energy takes when it strikes a boundary ofdifferent
dielectrics. Snell's Law also explains that as the angle of incidence increases, the angle
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of refraction also increases. Snell's Law is illustrated by Figure 3.1 and the equation is
given by Equation (3-16).
n2 sin
0'=
, sin 0, (3-16)
Where 0, = angle of incidence
ni = index of refraction of incidentmedium
0'
= angle of refraction
n2= index ofrefraction of refracted medium
In Equation (3-16), the m and n2 are unit less quantities that are a function of the
propagation medium and the wavelength of the signal. It is common to consider the
index of refraction for each medium as the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the
speed of light in a medium. [3] This ratio is illustrated in Equation (3-17) where c is the







Where n = index of refraction of the medium
v = free space wave velocity
c = speed of light
This equation illustrates that the speed of light in any medium depends on the index of
refraction of that medium. Therefore, according to Huygen's principle and this ratio it is
easy to see that the wavelength of
light in any medium depends on the index of refraction
of the medium. [3]
An=- [m] (3-18)
n
WhereX = wavelength within the medium
X = free space wavelength
n = index of refraction of the medium
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Equation (3-18) illustrates the change in wavelength in a medium with respect to the
index of refraction of that medium. When considering a GPR system, it is crucial to
correctly model the ground by its dielectric properties that affect the transmission of
electromagnetic waves. The velocity of an electromagnetic wave is dependent upon the
transmission medium. [19, 51] At different medium boundaries, the velocity of the
electromagnetic wave will change, hence changing the wavelength. Therefore it is
correct to describe different mediums using the dielectric permittivity (e) and the
dielectric permeability (u) characteristics of the medium. Using the dielectric
permittivity and the dielectric permeability, the velocity of a wave within a medium can
be determined. [19, 51] From these relationships, the effective wavelength of an
electromagnetic wave in a medium can be determined using Equation (3-18) and is
shown with respect to its wavelength in a vacuum in Equation (3-19).
C^S/J.
WhereX = wavelength within the medium
X = free space wavelength
c = speed of light
e = absolute permittivity
/j. = absolute permeability
The variation in the wavelength of the EM wave effectively produces dispersion. This
target model accounts for dispersion by using the propagation medium dependant
wavelength. Ground characteristics are used to describe how the velocity, wavelength,
index of refraction, and angle of refraction affect the propagation of an electromagnetic
wave in the ground.
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Special cases of the Law ofRefraction include total propagation and total internal
reflection. Total internal reflection occurs when an incident ray in a medium of larger
index of refraction strikes a boundary of another medium of lower index of refraction at a
specific angle called the critical angle. [3] The critical angle is described as the incident
angle of a ray when the angle of refraction is perpendicular to the surface normal. Total
internal reflection occurs for any incident angle larger than the critical angle, here no
refraction occurs and only total internal reflection occurs. Similarly, total propagation
occurs if incident rays are perpendicular to the surface. This becomes increasingly
important in GRP systems and heterogeneous ground medium. This GPR target model
incorporates the Law ofRefraction and its special case properties.
The final contributor accounted for in a realistic reflection scenario described by
the Law of Conservation of Energy is attenuation. Absorption occurs when a ray
propagates through a medium. The absorption interaction plays a large role in how much
energy propagates through a material. This become an even larger factor when
considering a GPR underground scenario, where energy is subject to high attenuation
depending on the ground properties and characteristics. [19]
Attenuation in any transmission and reception system must be considered. The
effects of signal attenuation are amplified when dealing with a highly lossy dielectric
material such as the ground. GPR systems have to take high amounts of path attenuation
into account when defining transmitted power and transmitted frequency. The modeling
of path attenuation is a function of the properties and characteristics of the propagating
medium. Path attenuation is also a function of transmit power and frequency.
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Knowing that medium and signal properties contribute to path attenuation, it is
now necessary to mathematically define how these properties affect ground path
attenuation. Consider a right handed coordinate system where the positive z-direction is
the direction of EM wave propagation. Satisfying the general wave equation, the wave
equation for a forward traveling EM wave in lossy media becomes Equation (3-20) [428]
E(z) = axfov )= ar(e^-V* ) (3-20)
Where
E0+
= electric field intensity
ax
= x-directional unit vector
f
= propagation constant
a = attenuation constant
f3= phase constant
z = propagation depth
The propagation constant is found by reducing the general wave equation in the
rectangular coordinate system and is shown in Equation (3-21). [42]
r
= a + jfJ =
Jjcom{o-
+ jcos) (3-21)
Where y= propagation constant
a = attenuation constant
/?= phase constant
a = conductivity
co = angular frequency




From Equation (3-21) closed form expressions for the attenuation constant and the phase





Where a = attenuation constant
j3= phase constant
a = conductivity




Now, mathematically, one may determine how each parameter affects the propagation by
observing the attenuation constant in Equation (3-22). From the wave equation (Equation
(3-20)) the
e"az
term denotes the attenuation factor, illustrating how the attenuation
constant is a function ofpropagation depth.
The high amounts of path attenuation presented by an underground propagation
medium cannot be neglected in GPR systems. The path attenuation greatly affects the
transmit frequency and the radiated power, both ofwhich are critical components of any
radar system. Previous studies relating these parameters to path attenuation have
concluded the following: [51]
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1 . The underground propagation depths of EM waves are directly related to
signal and ground parameters in a GPR environment.
2. The ground parameters that affect the propagation depth of the transmitted
signal the most are the conductivity and permittivity of the ground.
3. A dry sandy environment proves to be the best propagating medium
according to its conductivity and permittivity characteristics.
4. The signal parameter that affects the propagation depth the most is the
transmit frequency. Depending upon the transmit frequency of the GPR
system, great depths can be achieved through lower frequencies.
5. The parameter which least affects the propagation depth of the
electromagnetic wave in a medium was the permeability of the ground.
These conclusions illustrate the demand for a properlymodeled ground environment with
appropriate path attenuation in a GPR target model.
The combination of specular and diffuse reflections along with path attenuation
follows the Law ofConservation ofEnergy. Many special reflection cases exist and must
be accounted for in the creation of an accurate reflection model. Together these powerful
energymatter interactions are used to recreate a realistic GPR target model.
3.4 BidirectionalReflectance Distribution Function
The Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Function (BRDF) describes how much
energy is reflected to an observer when energy makes contact with a certain material. [32,
33, 52] The BRDF can be described at a given surface as the observed reflected power
with respect to the incident power as illustrated in Equation (3.24).
ObservedReflected Power ,.,.,
BRDF = (5 2-Q)
Incident Power
As insinuated by its name, the BRDF is a function of two directions. The first direction
is the direction from which the energy is incident upon a surface, and the second direction
is the direction from which the surface is observed. One may also conclude from its
name that the reflection of energy is described by a distribution of some kind. BRDFs
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can consist of empirical models or theoretical models. Empirical models are created by a
BRDF measurement device called a gonioreflectometer. [6, 53] These measurements can
be used to create accurate empirical models commonly called acquired BRDF data.
These accurate models do not come without a price. Empirical BRDF models contain
many data points making them very computationally expensive to process and can be
unrealistic in a real time system. [6, 33, 53] Theoretical models can be thought of as
analytical models. Although the theoretical definition of a BRDF is the same, many
different analytical models are used to implement this function. These models include
the Cook-Torrance model [40], the Phong model [38], the Beckman model [36], and the
customizable BRDF model introduced by Schlick [33]. These models closely resemble
empirical data with little error and few constraints. The BRDF utilized in this target
model is a slightly modified version of the customizable BRDF analytical model
described by Schlick.
It is impossible to describe a BRDF without defining the surface in conjunction
with the incident and reflected vectors, and their angles with respect to the surface
normal. A BRDF scenario can be described by spherical coordinates with respect to the
considered surface. An example of a target model that uses microfacets to describe a
target's surface is seen in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Target withMicrofacets.
Figure 3.5 illustrates a three-dimensional rectangular target composed of triangular
microfacets. The developed targetmodel uses microfacets to construct three-dimensional
targets. As previously discussed, each microfacet can be assigned different dielectric and
conductive values, making a versatile heterogeneous target.
The important BRDF unit vectors and their angle descriptions are illustrated in a
spherical coordinate system in Figure 3.6.
T W
Figure 3.6: BRDF Geometry
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Each of these vectors and angles contribute to the BRDF model used. The unit vector
definitions and angle definitions are as follows:
N: Microfacet surface normal unit vector.
V: Observed energy direction unit vector.
V: Incident energy direction unit vector.
T: Projection unit vector ofobserved direction vector onmicrofacet surface.
H: Bisector unit vector between observed direction vector and incident energy direction
vector.
H*: Projection unit vector ofbisector vector onmicrofacet surface.
The bisector unit vector between the observed unit vector and the incident unit vector is




Where H = bisector unit vector
V= observed energy directional unit vector
V = incident energy direction unit vector
|| || = absolute value
It is convenient to denote the cosine of each angle as follows:













These unit vector, angle, and cosine definitions will be
used from now on to simplify the
definition of the BRDF model researched.
A plausible BRDF consists of two important properties, the Helmholtz
Reciprocity Rule and the Law of Conservation of
Energy. Helmholtz Reciprocity Rule
states that the BRDF is symmetric relative to incident and observed directions. The Law
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of Conservation of Energy states that the sum of all reflected, refracted, and attenuated
energies are equal to the incident energy.
BRDFs can be classified into two classes, isotropic and anisotropic. [5, 6, 32, 33,
53] An isotropic BRDF is considered when the BRDF does not change while the surface
is rotated around its normal. [33] Think of a sphere composed of a homogeneous
material, its reflected light is always the same no matter what angle you rotate it. This
scenario is only true for simple surface geometries and does not encompass all realistic
surfaces. An anisotropic BRDF is considered when the BRDF depends upon the
orientation of a surface. Picture a diamond, when rotated the gem glistens with varying
amounts of reflected light making it visually appealing. This BRDF classification is
more complex but is useful for many realistic surfaces. These classifications are
considered in the reflectance portion of the BRDF and can also take on many forms. The
modified customizable BRDF researched is scalable to consider both isotropic geometries
and anisotropic geometries.
The modified, customizable BRDF used in this model considers single
homogenous layers ofmaterial. Multiple layers placed within a scenario will provide the
effect of a heterogeneous material. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.7, showing the
homogenous layers and the combined heterogeneous material.
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Figure 3.7: Homogenous Layers and HeterogeneousMaterial
The parameters used to characterize a homogenous material in the customizable BRDF
model consist of a roughness factor and an isotropy factor. [33] These scalable
parameters give the customizable BRDF model the ability to encompass many different
types of targets with a single model. The roughness and isotropy factor will be discussed
in more detail later in this section.
The BRDF is a function used to closely model realistic energy interactions. As
previously determined, these interactions have specular and diffuse components. Since
the BRDF considers both specular and diffuse components along with a directional
distribution as seen in Figure 3.4, an overview ofhow these components are mapped into
the BRDF is warranted. The specular component is modeled in the customizable BRDF
by a spectral factor (3-28) and the diffuse component is modeled by a spectral factor and
a directional factor (3-29).
The spectral factor considers how energy reflects from different surfaces. This
spectral factor is a function of the incident angle and obeys Fresnel's Law. [33] Schlick





Where Sx = spectral factor
Cx = wavelength dependent constant
w = cos P
Where Q is considered to be a constant dependent upon the system's wavelength. This
wavelength dependent term is a function the index of refraction of the medium. Equation
(3-27) illustrates the constant in terms of the index of refraction.
Where Q = wavelength dependent constant
n = index ofrefraction of the medium
This approximation followed Fresnel's Law very closely for
Schlick'
s applications. The
validity of this approximation was tested for the development of the GPR target model.
The experiment varied the incident energy angle from
(0
to 90) and the dielectric
permittivity from (1 to 80) representing the dynamic range of a realistic ground dielectric
permittivity. The results found that the approximation did not hold for large values of
dielectric permittivity at incident energy angles greater than 50. These results are
illustrated in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Fresnel Equation Approximation vs. Exact
These results have led to the slight, but significant modification of
Schlick'
s spectral
factor. The BRDF model described incorporates the exact Fresnel Equations in power
form. This spectral factor for this BRDF model now becomes an average of parallel and
perpendicular polarization power terms. Equation (3-28) incorporates the parallel
polarization term and the perpendicular polarization term into the average of Fresnel's
polarization terms.
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SAu) = y2(R,+R*) (3-28)
Where Sx = spectral factor
i?x- perpendicular polarization power term
i?H
= parallel polarization power term
This equation illustrates the wavelength dependency of a signal in a medium through the
index of refraction terms and the relationship seen in Equation (3-19). This equation is
used in the BRDF model as the spectral factor instead of the approximation coined by
Schlick.
The directional factor in the BRDF equation (3-34) denoted byD incorporates the
direction distribution of the specular and diffuse reflections. The directional factor used
in Schlick's customizable model is a straightforward extension of Beckmann's
distribution factor. [36] The directional factor used in the BRDF model is shown in
Equation (3-29). [29]
D(t,v,v',w)^-A(w)+ ]^-iZ{t)A{w) (3-29)
Where D = directional factor
r = roughness factor
p
= isotropy factor
A = azimuth angle dependence
Z= zenith angle dependence











The roughness factor is used to describe specular and diffuse surfaces. The roughness
factor can take on values from zero to one, zero resulting in a perfectly specular reflection
and one a perfectly diffuse reflection. This variation in the directional term allows this
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model to be tailored to many different materials and scenarios. In order for this BRDF
model to be considered plausible it must obey Helmholtz Reciprocity Rule and the Law
of Conservation of Energy. [54] It is obvious that the directional factor (Equation 3-29)
obeys Helmholtz Reciprocity Rule, but it needs to follow normalization conditions before
it will obey the Law of Conservation of Energy. The Law of Conservation of Energy is
considered through the azimuth and zenith angle dependency terms. [33] This condition
is illustrated in Equations (3-30) and (3-31).
i
\2tZ(t)dt = l (3-30)
0
1
JVl-w24w) dw = - (3-31)
0
^
WhereA = azimuth angle dependence
Z = zenith angle dependence




The azimuth and zenith angle dependencies determined from the conditions in Equations
(3-30) and (3-31) can be combined with an anisotropic Gaussian model. [33] This
anisotropic Gaussian model is an elliptical model and a simple extension of the Gaussian
reflectance model. Schlick proposed an azimuth angle dependency which is a function of
the angle between observed projection vector and bisector projection vector and a new
variable (p) that describes the scenario as isotropic or anisotropic. The azimuth angle








A = azimuth angle dependence
w = cos cp
The isotropy factor p can take on values from zero, perfect anisotropy, to one, perfect
isotropy scenario. Schlick proposed a zenith angle dependency which is a function of the
previously defined roughness factor r and the angle between the microfacet normal and
the bisector vector. The zenith angle dependence used in the directional factor of the
BRDF researched is defined in Equation (3-33).
Z^ = 7
T~
7v (3"33>(l + rt2-t2)
Where r = roughness factor
Z = zenith angle dependence
t = cos a
As seen in Equations (3-32) and (3-33), the directional factor is dependent upon incident
and observed angles. These angles, combined with the roughness and the isotropy
factors, make the directional factor a versatile component of the BRDF.
Together, the specular and directional factors produce the modified, customizable
BRDF utilized in this target model. The developed BRDF is illustrated by Equation (3-
34).
BRDF = SA (u) D(t, v,
v'
, w) (3-34)
Where Sx = spectral factor
D = directional factor
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This section introduces the BRDF as an energy interaction model and all its
important and necessary components. The joint specular and diffuse characteristics of
the customizable BRDF model produce a realistic energy interaction model. The
BRDF's formulation is well adapted to many types of targets and is easily applicable to
other theoretical approximations such as ray-tracing. The BRDF's versatility has enabled
the researched GPR target model to incorporate ray-tracing as its model of an
electromagnetic wave.
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4. Description of System
The precise modeling of any system requires complete knowledge off all its
components. The crucial components in the GPR system being considered are the actual
hardware found in a GPR itself, the required pre-image processing of collected data, the
SAR image processing of pre-image processed data, and the interpretation of the image
processed data. The GPR system model must replicate an actual GPR. The authentic
replication is crucial for post analysis and comparisons between real and simulated GPR
data. The pre-image processor component of the GPR system provides post signal
processing and formatting required by the SAR image processor component.
The goal of this SAR processing technique is to create a three-dimensional image
based on the returns from an array of receivers. An image is created from the received
phase and amplitude information consistent with the resolution of the SAR processing.
This chapter outlines the GPR components researched for the development of the
GPR simulator and target model. The components utilized in the GPR simulator are the
GPR, pre-image processor, and SAR image processor.
4.1 GroundPenetratingRadar System
The GPR system model is a bistatic system that utilizes a continuous wave
linearly frequency modulated (CWLFM) signal to obtain target information. When
developing a GPR target model it is important to understand the functionality of the
overall system, this is presented in the following discussion. A block diagram of the




















Figure 4.1 GPR System
The basic functionality of a radar system is centered around the transmit signal
and signal processing. The transmitted LFM signal used in the GPR model, also known
as a chirp, is generated at the transmitter's signal generator. The transmitted signal can
be mathematically described by Equation (4-1). [55]
s(t)
= A0 cos{^.nfct + nyt2) (4-1)
Where s(t)
= transmitted LFM signal
A0 = transmit amplitude






The transmitted signal's wide frequency band researched for practical GPR applications
typically falls between 3-66 MHz over a 1-2 ms chirp length. The GPR model allows for
any desired transmitted signal's bandwidth and chirp rate, however the baseline wide
frequency band and chirp rate used is 66-6 MHz over 2 ms. The information obtained
from a return signal is proportional to the bandwidth of the radar system. The wide
bandwidth LFM characteristic of the GPR system allows more information to be obtained
at reception. The transmitted LFM signal allows for different depths of electromagnetic
wave propagation. The lower frequencies have the ability to propagate to greater depths,
while the propagation depth of higher frequencies is drastically reduced. The high
frequencies are used to obtain higher resolution at lower depths. This transmission
waveform is tailored for GPR applications because it provides precise timing and control
and is compatible with low peak power and high dynamic range. [55] The generated
LFM signal is amplified by a high power RF amplifier and then radiated through a bowtie
antenna. Multiple chirps are transmitted to produce sufficient amounts ofdata to increase
the signal to noise power gain through the coherent addition of the received signal. The
process of transmitting multiple chirps is referred to as a continuous-wave waveform,
thus producing the CWLFM waveform used in the GPR model. The CWLFM waveform
can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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Reflected signals are collected at several locations within a receiving array
through a bow-tie antenna. The synthetic receiving array is generated by positioning a
bow-tie antenna at predetermined positions within a grid while transmitting with a static
transmitter. This bistatic antenna configurationmodeled is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Transmitter
Depth (Z)





The received signal is a delayed and attenuated version of the transmit signal. The
received signal can be described by Equation (4-2).




Where R(t) = received signal
a(t)
= received amplitude






The total received signal at each discrete receiver location is a function of multiple sub
surface interactions. These sub-surface interactions will produce an abundance ofdistinct
phase and amplitude information at each receiver location, i.e., each reception is the
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superposition of all sub-surface and surface interactions. For a given receiver, the total






#m, = phase delay
N= number of interactions
m = receiver location
The received signal at each receiver array location is amplified, mixed with an
intermediate frequency offset replica of the transmitted signal, and low pass filtered. The
resulting multiple frequency waveforms are then used to resolve the range and location of









A0 = transmit amplitude
a(t)
= received amplitude
fc = start frequency






The resulting data received by methodically positioning the receiving antenna in a
predetermined array requires additional post
processing. The goal of the post processing
is to generate two and three-dimensional images from the collected data set. The post
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processing is implemented in two parts, a pre-image processor and a SAR image
processor.
4.2 Pre-image Processing
The pre-image processor algorithm was developed by the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL), Rome Research Site and Black River Systems Company, Inc. [7-13,
56] The ultimate goal of the developed pre-image processor was to compensate for
undesired effects in experimental data. These undesired effects include noise,
interference, dispersion, and direct path. The developed pre-image processor was
required in order to produce SAR images.
Pre-image processing is performed in order to reduce the effects of interference
anomalies by providing the integration of the received signal. Pre-image processing
received GPR data enables the SAR processor to formulate an image from collected GPR
data with respect to the corresponding receiver array. The received GPR data is subject









































Figure 4.4 Pre-image Processing System
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The pre-image processor accepts raw GPR data that has been collected at each
receiver location in the synthetic receiving array. The received data is composed of
multiple chirps, refer to Figure 4.2. The ensemble of received data must first be
coherently averaged to reduce the effects of noise and interference. The averaging of
received signals along with special transmission techniques allows for the cancellation of
known interferences and random noise. One transmission technique used to reduce
interference staggers the chirp period. [7] The staggering of chirp periods effectively
cancels static frequency interference through coherent transmission and reception, bi
phase and quadrature-phase (I-Q) demodulation is required to extract phase information
from the received signal. The Hilbert transform is used to separate the received data into
its I and Q components.
In experimental data, the transmitted signal is greatly affected by the ground's
transmission characteristics and is subject to dispersion. This phenomenon must be
modeled properly to accurately interpret experimental results. The dispersion
compensation algorithm that was developed incorporates an experimentally determined
nonlinear phase component into the received signal in order to compensate for the
variations introduced by dispersion. If dispersion is not adequately compensated, the
demodulated signal will retain undesired frequency variations.
The direct path signal poses a serious issue in bistatic GPR systems. Saturation of
the receiver, ambiguous returns, and unwanted interference are some undesired results of
direct path signal reception in a bistatic GPR system. Many experimental antenna
configurations have been implemented to reduce direct path and the negative effects it
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has on the received GPR data. Antenna configurations could consist of aligning the
transmit and received antennas so that the direct path signal gain is minimized. Since
electromagnetic waves travel faster in air than underground, the received direct path
signal is only slightly delayed. This small delay with respect to the underground
propagating signals produces a distinct low frequency component within the received
signal, as a direct result of the waveform processing technique. This low frequency
component is removed by the pre-image processor through the high pass filtering of the
received signal.
The highly lossy ground medium in GPR systems attenuates the transmitted and
reflected signals. The high amounts of attenuation are a function of time and distance,
resulting in amplitude degeneration of the received signal. This causes a fluctuation in
received amplitude as a function of frequency and propagation depth. The higher
frequencies are subject to greater amounts of attenuation than the lower frequencies. This
variation in received amplitude is corrected by fitting the received signal to a calculated
envelope. This normalized envelope is the inverse of the determined envelope of the
received signal. The effect of this pre-image processor function is to bring all
frequencies of the received signal to an equal nominal value, i.e., the received signal is
normalized.
The GPR system researched uses a continuous-wave LFM transmission signal.
After averaging the received signals the processed signal
consists of a finite pulse width.
Finite pulse width signals are unable to be exactly resolved into their corresponding
frequency components, because they have infinite bandwidth. The result of frequency
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domain analysis of a finite pulse width signal is a sine function with undesirable
sidelobes. These sidelobes introduce unwanted information into the frequency domain
analysis. Weighting techniques have been adopted to reduce unwanted sidelobes and
increase resolution. Harming weighting reduces the sidelobes by 18 dB from their
original value. [57] The favorable effects ofweighting the received signal do not come
without sacrifice. The weighting window also reduces important received information at
the beginning and end of the received signal. Spectral estimation is performed to
extrapolate the existing data beyond the finite received pulse width. The spectral
estimation algorithm used in this pre-image processor is the Burg Parametric Spectral
Estimation Method. [9, 56] This interpolation method is performed before the sidelobe
weighting is applied to ensure the majority of information is located in the main lobe of
the weighted signal.
The modular design of the pre-image processor algorithm allows for a
customizable pre-image processor which can be adjusted accordingly to different
experimental and theoretical GPR data sets. After passing through the pre-image
processor, the GPR data is now in the proper form to be processed by the SAR image
processor.
4.3 SyntheticApertureRadarProcessing Technique
Generating an image from the pre-image processed GPR data is the sole function
of the SAR processor. The SAR processor developed by Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL), Rome Research Site and Black River Systems Company, Inc. varies from some
traditional SAR processing techniques, however the general concepts remain the same.
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The theory behind creating a SAR image relies upon viewing a target from a variety of
locations thereby, increasing the accuracy and resolution of the radar system. The






















































Figure 4.5 The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), Rome Research Site / Black
River Systems Company, Inc. SAR Processor
The SAR processor predefines a three-dimensional sub-surface volume where the
SAR image processing algorithm will be applied. This volume is chosen around the
target of interest and is divided into bins defined by the desired resolution of the SAR
processing. These three-dimensional bins are called volume-pixels, or voxels for short.
The size of each voxel is directly related to the desired resolution of the SAR processing.
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Each voxel is subject to independent SAR processing. A visual representation of the
SAR processed volume and its corresponding voxels is depicted in Figure 4.6.
Volume Under Test
Figure 4.6 SAR ProcessingVolume
The SAR processor uses known transmitted and receiver locations to calculate the
bistatic Euclidean distances for each voxel relative to each synthetic receiver location in
the volume under consideration. Since SAR processing uses a synthetic receiving array,
each Euclidean distance is a function of the static transmitter position and the varying
receiver position with respect to the voxel under test (VUT). The total bistatic distance is
the distance from the static transmitter to the VUT combined with the distance from the
VUT to a specific synthetic receiver location. This concept is depicted in Figure 4.7,






Figure 4.7: Bistatic Range
A bistatic distance ellipse can be obtained by multiple transmitter/VUT and
VUT/receiver ranges. These multiple combinations produce a three-dimensional




Figure 4.8: Bistatic Ellipse
Each VUT produces a three-dimensional ellipsoid within a homogeneous
propagation medium of valid bistatic Euclidian distances with the transmitter and
receiver as the ellipse's foci. A two-dimensional slice of the bistatic Euclidian distances

























Figure 4.9: Bistatic Distance Ellipse
Since Figure 4.9 is a two-dimensional representation, the volume under test becomes an
area under test and the VUT becomes a point under test (PUT) in this two-dimensional
cross-sectional view. Each transmitter/receiver pair created by the receiver array
produces a bistatic ellipse of known Euclidian distances. The two-dimensional planar
receiver array produces multiple
three-dimensional bistatic range ellipses for each VUT.
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Figure 4.10: Multiple Bistatic Distance Ellipses
The concept of multiple bistatic ellipses produced by the synthetic receiver array and
focused on a specific VUT is the premise for why the SAR image processor functions
properly. This technique is also known as phase aligning or beam steering the synthetic
receiving array to the VUT. The Euclidian distance information can be interpreted as a
known phase delay which is a function of the ground's dielectric properties. Since the
received data contains responses from all directions, each individual physical receiver
return is summed for each VUT.
The average value of the summed returns is found by examining the returns from
each VUT in the frequency domain. The average value given by the DC term in the
frequency domain analysis provides an intensity value to be associated with the VUT.
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This process is followed for each VUT within the volume under test to produce an
intensity based SAR image. The three-dimensional SAR image is created by a variety of
intensity levels at each voxel within the three-dimensional space. High return intensity
levels correlate to a large change in dielectric properties beneath the Earth's surface. For
voxels containing strong returns, these intensity values will be larger than voxels that
posses weak returns because of the coherent summation of returns at the VUT. The weak
returns will produce smaller voxel values, which can be considered clutter. This clutter
can be removed from the three-dimensional SAR image by increasing the intensity
threshold of the image processor. By altering the threshold many different images can be
produced. It is important when analyzing this SAR data to consider the entire range of
threshold values in results and conclusions. Figure 6.11 illustrates how changing the




Figure 4. 1 1 : SAR Processor Threshold Impact
Figure 4.11 shows how SAR images can be modified to remove clutter and produce
distinct returns.
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The SAR image processor is a powerful tool used to create two and three-
dimensional images from GPR data. The versatility of the SAR processor allows for
customizable volumes of interest and three-dimensional image resolutions. The SAR
image processor is an effective way to detect, distinguish, and identify targets beneath the
Earth's surface.
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5. GPR and TargetModel
The specular and diffuse target model utilizes the ray-tracing technique and the
BRDF. The ray-tracing technique is used to emulate EM radiation used in GPR systems.
The BRDF is used to reproduce accurate specular and diffuse reflections at different
dielectric boundaries.
Great strides were taken in the development of the GPR and target model to
accurately model a realistic system. This led to the incorporation of anomalies found in
realistic GPR systems, such as direct path contamination, attenuation, dispersion, and the
air-soil interface effects. This chapter illustrates how these anomalies are incorporated
into the GPR and target model. The chapter concludes with the experimental
implementation of the developed GPR and target model.
5.7 ifay Generation
The researched target model uses the ray-tracing technique to model
electromagnetic radiation. The creation of rays is dependant upon the radiator's
characteristics. The radiator researched and used to model the propagation of
electromagnetic radiation is the bow-tie antenna.
The wide bandwidth and isotropic characteristics of the bow-tie antenna
accommodate the continuous wave LFM signal used in the researched GRP system. The
antenna radiation patterns of a bow-tie antenna were constructed using the Super NEC
(Numerical Electromagnetics Code NEC-2) antenna software package. The results
illustrate its omni directional characteristics. Figure 5.1 is a three-dimensional model of a
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bow-tie's radiation pattern. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 are the elevation and azimuth slices of the
bow-tie's antenna pattern respectively.
3D Radiation Pattern






















Figure 5.3: Azimuth Radiation Pattern Slice of the Bow-Tie Antenna
The incorporating of the antenna radiation pattern with the ray-tracing technique
involves relating each individual ray of the model to the peak transmitted power. This is
done through the use of the antenna gain patterns and antenna power density. Power
density is derived from the radar range equation. [18] The power density at a distance
from the radar is equal to the radiated power divided by the surface area of an isotropic
sphere at a given distance, for isotropic radiators. Equation (5-1) denotes a simple form





Where Pj = power density
P, = peak transmit power
G = antenna gain
R = range
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The antenna gain term allows the employment of directive antennas. Directive antennas
have the ability to direct higher amounts of energy in a specific direction. This allows
more energy to be placed on a target, increasing the probability of receiving a return
signal from that target. [18] Positive antenna gain results in increasing the power density
in a specific location. Antenna gain is usually expressed relative to isotropic radiators
and is commonlymeasured in dBi. This ratio is shown in Equation (5-2). [18]
maximumpower density radiated by a directive antenna ,- y,
power density radiated by a lossless isotropic antenna with the same power input
Antenna gain patterns illustrate relative radiation intensity as a function of angular
coordinates. Two main angle definitions often used are azimuth angle dependence and
elevation angle dependency. Antenna gain patterns are a common way to illustrate the
directivity of different types of antennas and their specific characteristics. Antenna gain
patterns are often normalized to unity relative to isotropic gain, creating what is known as
the relative gain pattern. The versatility presented by the ability to describe different
types of antennas through their associated antenna gain patterns has led to the
incorporation of antenna gain patterns into this GPRmodel. Customized antenna patterns
can be directly used for simulation in the GPR simulator, or the default bow-tie antenna
pattern can be selected. An antenna pattern viewer has also been incorporated into the
GPR simulator for review and analysis.
Creation of the rays begins with defining the highest resolution of the system. As
already stated, the maximum resolution
of the ray-tracing technique is a function of
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frequency and is on the order of one wavelength. The wideband transmission signal used
contains many wavelengths. The GPR target model considers the shortest wavelength
when analytically solving for the maximum resolution. The maximum resolution governs
the ray separation at the target's depth. Equation (5-3) illustrates the maximum
resolution of the target model at the target's depth as a function of the wavelength of the





Where X = transmit wavelength
sr = dielectric permittivity
Hr
= dielectric permeability
Ray density is a way to describe the number of rays that pass through a cross
sectional area, and is directly related to the power density of the antenna. For this target
model, ray density is defined as the number of rays per square meter. This illustrates the
relationship between the antenna power density and ray density. Just as in the antenna
power density, ray density decreases as the distance from the radiator increases. The ray
density at the target was derived for this target model and can be found by using Equation
(5-4).










Where x = slant range distance to target
X = transmit wavelength
y





For anisotropic and isotropic radiators, rays will propagate equally from the radiator in
every direction. To reduce computation time, this target model only considers the area
where the target, receiver, and transmitter exist. This allows for the calculation of returns
from the target, as well as the direct path signals between the transmitter and receiver.
To relate the ray density to power density, each ray must be assigned a power. The
surface power at target depth is found by Equation (5-5).
Ps=Pd-A [W] (5-5)
Where Ps = surface power
Pd - power density
A = area ofprojected rays
The total surface power of an isotropic radiator is equal to the transmitted power. This
condition holds for the presented equations and is defmed^as the integration of the surface
power over the area of a sphere for isotropic radiators. Finally, the power associated to




Where Pray - individual ray power
Ps surface power
# rays = number of rays that intersect the surface
The wide bandwidth signal characteristic is modeled by propagating rays multiple
times at different frequencies. The bandwidth of the transmitted LFM governs how many
frequencies will be used, i.e., the model will propagate more frequencies for larger
transmitted bandwidths. The average power of each transmission is related to the total
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power divided by the number of transmissions. The superposition of these independent
frequency transmissions will essentially model the LFM signal.
This target model incorporates amplitude information into the ray-tracing
technique. This method is used to associate a power with each ray based on the radiating
antennas radiation pattern. The versatility of this approach allows for different antenna
patterns to be accurately modeled in the developed target model.
5.2 BidirectionalReflectanceDistribution Function
This target model considers specular and diffuse reflections by evaluating the
BRDF at each target microfacet and air-soil interface. Since reflections only occur at
boundaries ofdifferent dielectrics, the BRDF is only calculated for target microfacets and
air-soil interfaces where an apparent change in dielectric is observed. The target's
microfacets are defined by the maximum resolution of the ray-tracing technique.
Equation (5-3) illustrates the maximum resolution of the target model as a function of
wavelength and propagation medium. The maximum resolution defines the center
spacing of each microfacet. The target model uses the maximum resolution and antenna
gain pattern to determine the interaction that takes place at the air-soil interface. The
BRDF at each microfacet and air-soil interface is given by Equation (5-7).
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Where r = roughness factor
p
= isotropy factor
J?x= perpendicular polarization power term
i?H
= parallel polarization power term
a = angle frommicrofacet normal to bisector vector
0 = angle frommicrofacet normal vector to observed vector
0'
= angle from microfacet normal vector to incident energy vector
<p
= angle between observed projection vector and bisector projection vector
The calculated BRDF is the ratio of observed reflected power to incident power. The
power reflected in the direction of each receiver location is found by multiplying the
BRDF by the power incident to each microfacet and air-soil interaction. The incident and
reflected powers are both subject to attenuation.
To visualize the specular and diffuse reflections created at dielectric boundaries
by the BRDF, a demonstration has been furnished, where a point source-target is placed
underground. Figure 5.4 illustrates the scenario with the transmitter, receiver array, and
the discrete targets.
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Figure 5.4: BRDF Point Reflector Target Example
Since the target is a point source target, only one transmission ray is needed to replicate
the EM radiation. This example neglects direct path and attenuation. The three-
dimensional mesh diagram shown in Figure 5.4 illustrates the specular and diffuse
components of the reflected ray by the intensity of the displayed color. The red color
depicts the specular reflection where the most reflection occurs. The yellow and light
blue colors represent the diffuse components of the reflection. The dark blue represents
no reflections. A closer examination of the BRDF reflection can be seen in Figure 5.5.
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Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
a
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Figure 5.5: BRDF Examined
Figure 5.5 is a close up of the reflection illustrated in Figure 5.4. As previously stated the
BRDF takes on values from zero to one, where zero is no reflection and one is total
reflection. This figure clearly illustrates the specular and diffuse components of the
reflection defined by the BRDF.
The BRDF provides specular and diffuse reflections to the developed target
model. The BRDF is also used to compute transmitted and reflected amplitudes within




Attenuation is the dampening of a propagating signal as a function of frequency
by a dielectric medium. The target model considers attenuation due to the ground, as
well as the target. To calculate these attenuations, the conductivity, dielectric
permittivity, and dielectric permeability of the ground and target must be known. The




Where a = attenuation constant
a = conductivity
co = angular frequency
s = absolute permittivity
fi = absolute permeability
The attenuation constant is calculated for the ground and the target. This target
model considers simple homogeneous mediums and, therefore, the attenuation is a
constant, at each frequency. Using the known path lengths, found from the ray-tracing
technique, the attenuation of the propagating signal is determined. This target model
attenuates each transmitted, reflected, and refracted ray.
5.4 Air-Soil Interface
The air-soil interface plays a large role in how much energy is transmitting into
the ground. Since a large dielectric difference exists between the air and the ground a lot
of energy is reflected. This reflection is also
composed of specular and diffuse
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components. Since the BRDF is a valid specular and diffuse reflectance model, the air-
soil interface is modeled by the BRDF.
This target model possesses the ability to place the transmitting antenna anywhere
within the GPR scenario. When the transmitter is placed above the ground this target
model accounts for the air-soil interface by the integration of the BRDF about the air-soil
interface. When the transmitter is placed on or below the ground the air-soil interface is
neglected by the targetmodel. The receiving antenna can also be placed anywhere within
the GPR scenario. When the receive antenna is placed above the ground the air-soil
interface becomes reversed. The electromagnetic radiation is propagating through the
soil and is incident on the soil-air boundary. The difference in dielectrics produces
reflections, transmissions, and refractions. These interactions are accounted for by the
BRDF.
Past simulated experiment using the GPR and target model developed and
outlined in this thesis has shown that there is an advantage in placing the transmitter
underground. [13] This previous work concludes that by embedding the transmitter only
six inches into the ground a greater than 10 dB improvement in received power is
obtained. This illustrates the importance of incorporating the air-soil interface into this
targetmodel.
5. 5 Direct Path Signals
Direct path signals contamination occurs in a bistatic GPR system when the
transmit signal travels a direct path through the air from the transmitter to the receiver.
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To produce realistic GPR data, direct path must be incorporated into the target model.
Direct path signals produce ambiguous returns within the received waveform. Since
electromagnetic waves travel faster in air than in soil, the received data would observe a
strong target very close to the receiver. Direct path signals could also saturate the
receiver, and in effect, blind it from receiving the desired returns. The target model
incorporates direct path signals as a function of the antenna gain patterns of the
transmitting and receiving antennas. It is important to consider different antenna patterns
because directive antennas can be used to radiate less power in the direction of the
receiver if aligned properly. Isotropic antennas radiate a uniform gain pattern and
therefore the direct path amplitude is equal to the amplitude radiated in the direction of
the target.
Direct path signals are modeled in this target model by a single ray from
transmitter to each receiver position in the synthetic receiving array. The same
methodology is used when determining the power of the direct path rays as discussed in
the ray generation section (Section 5.1). Since this targetmodel also allows direct path to
be neglected, this model could be used to generate conclusive results pertaining to direct
path in a GPR system.
5.6 Experimental Implementation
To grasp the implementation of the GPR and target model developed through this
research, an example has been furnished. This example describes the theory previously
discussed. Each interaction, calculation, assumption, and result will be outlined in this
section.
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Consider a target placed underground directly between the transmitter and the
center of the synthetic receiver array. This example is simplified in the respect that the
specific GPR parameters are not specified. The important parameters for this example
are isotropic transmitting/receiving antennas and a continuous wave LFM transmit







Figure 5.6: Experimental Implementation Orientation
As stated earlier, this GPR model has the ability to implement different user
defined antenna patterns. This example examines the isotropic radiator for both the
transmitting and receiver antennas. The antenna pattern along with the peak radiated
power defines the maximum penetration of the electromagnetic waves. The maximum
EM wave penetration, peak radiated power, and resolution of the system are used to
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quantize the emitted energy into discrete rays where the Ray-Tracing technique can be
applied. This quantized power per ray is calculated using Equations (5-1)
- (5-6).
Equation (5-3) is used to find the system's maximum resolution at target depth within the
propagating medium. This maximum resolution is used to define the size of the
microfacets that are used to create the target. Using the maximum resolution of the
system, governed by the Ray-Tracing technique to define the size of the microfacets,
provides the necessary number of computations, thus avoiding excess computations.











Figure 5.7: Target Microfacets
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A similar isotropic pattern as seen in Figure 5.7 is used for each of the isotropic receivers
in the synthetic receiver array.
Overall, the generation of rays and multiple energy interaction calculations
produces a highly computational intense simulation. In the effort to reduce the number of
computations and the time needed for simulation, rays are only generated and propagated
in the direction of the target. Since the transmit waveform is a continuous wave LFM
signal, multiple frequencies within the bandwidth of the waveform will be transmitted.
Each of the multiple frequencies transmitted will carry a linearly distributed portion of
the total transmitted power. The continuous wave LFM is emulated through the
superposition of the multiple frequency transmissions. The first energy interaction occurs
at the air-soil interface between the transmitter and the ground. This interaction is
illustrated in Figure 5.8.
Ray Generation
Limiti
Figure 5.8: Air-Soil Energy Interaction
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This GPR simulator has the ability to place the transmitter anywhere in the scenario, so if
the transmitter was placed underground as in [13], the air-soil interface between the
transmitter and the target would be ignored. The BRDF is calculated for each ray that
strikes the air-soil interface with respect to each receiver in the receiving array according
to Equation (5-7). The amplitude and phase is recorded at each receiver in the array. The
direction and amplitude of the refracted ray is calculated and propagated towards the
target.
The next set of interactions accounted for in this target model are the attenuation
of the transmit signal in the ground and the soil-target interface. This can be seen in
Figure 5.9.
ii \Af\n ! yKaiiJH.iuil|^>'fM L. jA
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Figure 5.9: Soil-Target Energy Interaction
Once the refracted rays enter the soil they are subject to attenuation. This attenuation is
calculated as a function ofpropagation medium and transmit frequency as in Equation (5-
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8). The attenuated ray amplitude is then incident on the next energy interaction which
takes place at the soil-target interface. The BRDF is calculated at each ray to produce
reflected energy in the direction of each receiver within the receiver array. At this point
multiple interactions must be calculated and recorded. According to Snell's Law, a
refracted portion of the ray is transmitted through the target and according to the BRDF
specular and diffuse portions of the ray are reflected from the target. The reflected rays
towards the receiver array governed by the BRDF are subject to more soil attenuation as
they propagate towards the receiver array. The refracted rays are attenuated by the
composition of the target and propagate through the homogeneous target until the next
target-soil interaction where the BRDF is calculated to determine the specular and diffuse
reflections. Figure 5.10 illustrates the target-soil energy interaction.




Figure 5.10: Target-Soil Energy Interaction
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According to the BRDF the specular and diffuse components of the reflected ray will
propagate back through the target while being attenuated. The next interaction accounted
for is the target-soil interface at the top of the target. At this interface the BRDF is once
again calculated, at this point the reflected rays are neglected and only the refracted rays
are considered. This is because of the great amounts of attenuation subjected to the
multiple transmissions and reflections experienced by the propagating rays. The
refracted rays are propagated towards the receiver array while being subject to soil
attenuation. These rays then reflect at the soil-air interface according to the BRDF and
refract according to Snell's Law. Once again the receiver array can be placed anywhere
in the scenario, thus if it is placed underground this interaction is neglected. Figure 5.1 1




Figure 5.1 1: Target-Soil and Soil-Air Energy Interactions
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Figure 5.11 also illustrates direct path, which occurs between each receiver in the
receiver array and the transmitter according the transmitter and receiver antenna patterns.
This model uses the Ray-Tracing technique to model direct path. The flexibility of this
target model allows for direct path to be enabled or disabled.
Throughout these interactions, the amplitude and phase is calculated at each
receiver location within the receiver array. The amplitudes and phase are then used to
produce the simulated targets. The simulated target returns are then subject to signal
and image processing.
First, the amplitude and phase from the generated targets are subject to pre-image
processing where the data is formatted and pre-image processed prior to SAR image
processing. The received data is composed ofmany chirps. The ensemble of received
data must first be averaged producing one average received waveform at each receiver
location. The average received waveform at each receiver location is composed of
attenuated returns from the target and ground. Direct path is also found in the received
waveform. A normalized average received waveform without noise can be seen in Figure
5.12.
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Received Waveform with Attenuations and Direct Path
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Figure 5.12: Average Normalized ReceivedWaveform
The in-phase and quadrature-phase (I-Q) demodulation is accomplished by the Hilbert
transform. The Hilbert transform is described as Equation (5-9).
H[x]= ^{m) W{n-m) (5-9)
Where H[x ] = discrete Hilbert Transform






The low frequency component caused by direct path signal on the received waveform is
undesirable in the processing of the GPR data. This
low frequency component is
removed by the pre-image processor through the high pass filtering of the received signal.
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Figure 5.13: HPF ReceivedWaveform
The delay observed at the beginning of the filtered chirp is caused by the delay presented
by the high pass filter. The fluctuation in received amplitude as a function of frequency
and propagation depth is corrected by fitting the received signal to a calculated envelope.
This normalized envelope is the inverse of the determined envelope of the received
signal. The effect of this pre-image processor function is to bring all frequencies of the
received signal to an equal nominal value. The inverse of the normalized envelope and
the fitting of the received signal to the inverse of the normalized envelope can be seen in
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 respectively.
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Inverse ofDetected Envelope
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Figure 5.14: Inverse ofDetected Envelope
Envelope Fitted Normalized Received Waveform
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Figure 5.15: Received Waveform Fitted to Inverse ofDetected Envelope
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The finite pulse width received waveform produced by averaging all received chirps at
each receiver location results in undesirable sidelobes when analyzed in the frequency
domain. To reduce these sidelobes, Harming weighting is applied to the received
waveform after high pass filtering and envelope fitting. Weighting the received signal
reduces important received information at the beginning and end of the averaged received
chirp. Spectral estimation is performed to extrapolate the existing data beyond the finite
received pulse width. The spectral estimation algorithm used in this pre-image processor
is the Burg parametric spectral estimation method. [9, 56] This interpolation method is
performed before the sidelobe weighting to ensure that strong target returns are not
suppressed. The Harming weighting window used is illustrated in Figure 5.16.
Hanning Window
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
Time
0.45 0.5
Figure 5.16: Hanning WeightingWindow
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After the pre-image processing of the returns from each receiver location in the receiver
array, an image can now be created through SAR image processing.
The pre-image processed data is passed through the SAR processor developed by
Black River Systems Company, Inc. and The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL),
Rome Research Site discussed in the previous chapter. The developed image processor
quantizes the volume under test into discrete volumes or voxels. The size of each voxel
is dependant upon the desired resolution of the SAR processing. The coherent image
processor evaluates all returns at each voxel in the volume under test. This process
produces an intensity level corresponding to the strength of the return at the location.
Repeating this process for each voxel produces a three-dimensional image that can be
controlled by an intensity threshold. Figure 5.17 illustrates the output of the SAR image







Figure 5.17: SAR Processed GPR Data
The purpose of this example was to
describe the methodology and procedure used
in the GPR target model developed. This
example illustrates each step in the generation
of GPR data including target generation,
pre-image processing, and SAR image
processing. The next chapter presents the
results obtained using the GPR simulator and
BRDF / ray-tracing target model
researched and developed.
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6. Analysis and Results
The accuracy and validity of the GPR simulator and target model developed
through this research is tested through a variety of simulated results. A wide range of
targets and GPR environments are examined. The accuracy of this model is compared to
collected GPR data. The results are individually analyzed to illustrate the feasibility of
the developed GPR and target model.
6.1 ExperimentalSetup
The results presented in this chapter were generated using the techniques and
subsequent software models described in the earlier chapters. These results were
generated in a four-step process. The first step taken in the generation of these results
was to specify the transmitter, receiver, target, ground medium properties, and simulation
properties. The GPR parameters used for the target generation emulated the parameters
found in common GPRs. Once the desired GPR scenario was created, the returns were
generated using the BRDF ray-tracing model developed in this thesis. The amplitude and
phase returns were then sent to the pre-image processor where the returns were IQ-
demodulated and preprocessed prior to the image processing. The final step in the
generation of these results was to create three-dimensional SAR images from the received
phase and amplitude target information.
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6.2 Layout ofResults
A multitude of results were obtained using the BRDF ray-tracing model
developed in this thesis. The scope of the generated results considers multiple targets,
target orientation, type, position, and ground type. This lineup of results was chosen to
best represent a broad range ofGPR scenarios.
A consistent format was derived for the presentation of results and is presented in
the results section (Section 6.3). Each GPR generated result starts with a briefdescriptive
title. From the title one may extract target, ground, and location information. The
location information is relative to the transmitter, so for example when the title contains
"Shallow
Short,"
this means that the target is placed relatively shallow under the Earth's
surface and is located in between the transmitter and receiver.
The next fragment of information presented in each experiment of this result
section is the three-dimensional pictorial representation of the transmitter, receiver array,
and the target(s) relative to each other. The entire receiver array is depicted by multiple
antennas covering an area.
Following the GPR scenario illustration, the GPR and target parameters are
presented in tabulated form. These parameters also include special preprocessing and
SAR image processing information. Location parameters are expressed in feet where the
x and y dimensions represent in the horizontal plane
location and the z dimension
represents depth. Size parameters are expressed in feet where the (X,Y,Z) dimensions
correspond to length x width x height. The receiver spacing parameter describes the
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spacing between the receiving antenna locations which construct the synthetic receiver
array..
Three figures illustrate the results for each GPR simulation. The first figure is the
three-dimensional SAR image generated using the SAR image processor. The SAR
image provides useful location and size information pertaining to the intensity of the
generated targets. Target truth can also be found in the three-dimensional SAR image
represented as a wire frame object. The second figure is a two-dimensional elliptical
representation of the individual bistatic receiver returns. This figure is a useful aid; it
provides justification and resolution information pertaining to the SAR image. The final
figure is a two-dimensional slice of the three-dimensional SAR image. This figure
















































BRDF Roughness Factor: 0.5












This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.1, consists of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise between the transmitter and the receiving array. This target was placed
20 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of
4.27xl0"5
S/m is representative
of a wet sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR
simulation illustrates a strong return running along the length of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.2. The return is located at the
target's center and is approximately the same size as the true target. The strong return is
composed of specular reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to
the transmitter and receiver. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR
image slice are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. The elliptical representation
and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the left to
right smearing of bistatic returns. The two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the
strongest return at the target's center.
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SARData 3D Visualization
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Figure 6.2: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
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Figure 6.3: Air-Filled Target Embedded
in Saturated Soil - Shallow Short,
Ellipse Representation
XZPlana atY Range of50 ft
Figure 6.4: Air-Filled Target Embedded
in Saturated Soil - Shallow Short, 2D
SAR Image
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Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil - Shallow Centered
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BRDF Roughness Factor: 0.5












This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.5, consists of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise directly under the receiving array. This target was placed 20 feet
below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The ground permittivity
of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a wet
sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a strong return running along the length of the target in the transmitter/receiver
plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.6. The return is located at the target's center and is
approximately the same width as the true target. The strong return is composed of
specular and diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to
the transmitter and receiver. The SAR image also illustrates a tapering return in the
transmitter/receiver plane. This characteristic can be explained using the
two-
dimensional elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.7
and 6.8 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image
slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and receiver array. The spreading of the ellipses between the transmitter and
receiver illustrates a decrease in SAR resolution in that region. The tapering return
towards the transmitter is illustrated in the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is
described in the two-dimensional elliptical representation. The tapering towards the
transmitter is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen in the figure, creating a
stronger return along those bistatic elliptical paths.
The two-dimensional SAR image
illustrates the strongest return at the target's center represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.6: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil - Shallow Centered, 3D SAR
Image





Figure 6.7: Air-Filled Target Embedded
in Saturated Soil - Shallow Centered,
Ellipse Representation
Mx
Figure 6.8: Air-Filled Target Embedded
in Saturated Soil - Shallow Centered,
2D SAR Image
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Figure 6.9: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil







































BRDF Roughness Factor: 0.5












This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.9, consists of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise beyond the receiving array. This target was placed 20 feet below the
Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The ground permittivity of 15,
permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a wet sandy
environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a weaker return at the edges of the target in the transmitter/receiver plane, this
can be seen in Figure 6.10. The return is located at the target's ends and is approximately
the same width as the true target. The weak return is composed of diffuse reflections
governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the transmitter and receiver. The
SAR image illustrates a vertical return in the transmitter/receiver plane. This
characteristic is explained by the two-dimensional elliptical representation and the two-
dimensional SAR image slice. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR
image slice are shown in Figures 6.1 1 and 6.12 respectively. The elliptical representation
and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the
ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and receiver array. The vertical
ellipses beyond the receiver array are identical to the intensity seen in the
three-
dimensional SAR image. This correlation explains why the returns are positioned
vertically at the ends of the target.
The two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the
strongest returns along the bistatic elliptical paths





















Figure 6.11: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Shallow
Wide, Ellipse Representation
Figure 6.12: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Shallow
Wide, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.13, consists of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise directly under the receiving array. This target was placed 60 feet
below the Earth's surface, emulating a target ofmedium depth. The ground permittivity
of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a wet
sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a strong diagonal return running along the target in the transmitter/receiver
plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.14. The return is located at the target's center and is
approximately the same width as the true target. The strong return is composed of
specular and diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to
the transmitter and receiver. The SAR image also illustrates a diagonal characteristic
prevalent within the return. This characteristic is explained by the two-dimensional
elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice. The elliptical
representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16
respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are
highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and
receiver array. The diagonal characteristic of the return is illustrated in the two-
dimensional SAR image slice and is described using the two-dimensional elliptical
representation. The diagonal nature is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen in
the figure, creating a stronger return along those bistatic elliptical paths which happened
to be in the two opposite corners of the target. The two-dimensional SAR image
illustrates the strongest return at the target's center, upper right, and lower left
represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.15: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Medium
Centered, Ellipse Representation
Figure 6.16: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Medium
Centered, 2D SAR Image
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Figure 6.17: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.17, consists of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise between the transmitter and the receiving array. This target was placed
120 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative
of a wet sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR
simulation illustrates a strong horizontal return running along the top of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.18. The return is approximately
the same size as the true target. The strong return is composed of specular reflections
governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the transmitter and receiver. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.19
and 6.20 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image
slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and receiver array. The horizontal characteristic of the return is illustrated in
the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the two-dimensional elliptical
representation. The horizontal nature is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen
in the figure, the intersection of the ellipses create a stronger horizontal return along the
bistatic elliptical paths. The two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest return
at the target's center represented by the dark red color.
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Y Dimension
Figure 6.18: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
-
Very Deep Short, 3D SAR
Image
Ambiguous Range Ellipse
XZ Plane alY Rang, of50 ft
Figure 6.19: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Very
Deep Short, Ellipse Representation
Figure 6.20: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Very
Deep Short, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.21 consists, of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise directly under the receiving array. This target was placed 75 feet
below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground permittivity of
15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a wet sandy
environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a strong diagonal return running along the length of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.22. The return is located at the
target's center and is approximately the same width as the true target. The strong return
is composed of specular and diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the target
with respect to the transmitter and receiver. The SAR image also illustrates a diagonal
characteristic prevalent within the return. This characteristic is explained by the two-
dimensional elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.23
and 6.24 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image
slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and receiver array. The diagonal characteristic of the return is illustrated in
the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the two-dimensional elliptical
representation. The diagonal nature is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen in
the figure, creating a stronger return along those bistatic elliptical paths which lay within
the two opposite corners of the target. The two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the
strongest return at the target's center, upper right, and lower left represented by the dark
red color.
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Figure 6.23: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Deep
Centered, Ellipse Representation
XZPlane atY Range of50 ft
X Dimaneinn (ft)
Figure 6.24: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Deep
Centered, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.25 consists, of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise between the transmitter and the receiving array. This target was placed
75 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative
of a wet sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR
simulation illustrates a strong horizontal return running along the top of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.26. The return is approximately
the same size as the true target. The strong return is composed of specular reflections
governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the transmitter and receiver. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.27
and 6.28 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image
slice are highly correlated, illustrate the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and receiver array. The horizontal characteristic of the return is illustrated in
the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the two-dimensional elliptical
representation. The horizontal nature is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen
in the figure, the intersection of the ellipses creating a stronger horizontal return along the
bistatic elliptical paths. The two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest return
at the top of the target's center represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.26: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil - Deep Short, 3D SAR Image
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Figure 6.27: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Deep
Short, Ellipse Representation
Figure 6.28: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Deep
Short, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.29 consists, of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise beyond the receiving array. This target was placed 75 feet below the
Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground permittivity of 15,
permeability of 1, and conductivity of
4.27xl0"5
S/m is representative of a wet sandy
environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a weak elongated diagonal return running along the center of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.30. The weak return is composed
of diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the
transmitter and receiver. The SAR image also illustrates an elongated diagonal
characteristic prevalent within the return. This characteristic is explained by the two-
dimensional elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.31
and 6.32 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image
slice are highly correlated, illustrate the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and receiver array. The elongated diagonal characteristic of the return is
illustrated in the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the two-
dimensional elliptical representation. The diagonal nature is caused by the higher density
of intersecting ellipses as seen in the figure, creating a stronger return along those bistatic
elliptical paths. The elongated characteristic seen in the transmitter/receiver plane is
caused by the large depth of the target spreading the diagonal bistatic returns. The
two-
dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest return at the target's upper right and
lower left represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.32: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Deep
Wide, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.33 consists, of a perfectly conducting
target placed lengthwise between the transmitter and the receiving array. This target was
placed 20 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The
ground permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of
4.27xl0"5
S/m is
representative of a wet sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced
by the GPR simulation illustrates a strong elongated horizontal return running along the
top of the target in the transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.34. The
return is approximately the same width as the true target. The strong return is composed
of specular reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the
transmitter and receiver. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image
slice are shown in Figures 6.35 and 6.36 respectively. The elliptical representation and
the two-dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated, illustrate the ambiguous
bistatic returns between the transmitter and receiver array. The horizontal characteristic
of the return is illustrated in the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the
two-dimensional elliptical representation. The horizontal nature is caused by the higher
density of
ellipses'
intersections in the figure. The increased density of elliptical
intersections creates a stronger horizontal return along the bistatic elliptical path. The
elongated characteristic is caused by the depth of the target. The shallow placement of the
target has allowed the bistatic distances to create a dense horizontal level of returns. The
two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest return at the target's center
represented by the dark red color. The two-dimensional SAR image also illustrates a
weaker return at a depth of 65 feet approximately below the target.
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Figure 6.35: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
-
Shallow Short, Ellipse Representation




Figure 6.36: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
Shallow Short, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.37 consists, of perfectly conducting
target placed lengthwise directly under the receiving array. This target was placed 20
feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of
4.27xl0"5
S/m is representative
of a wet sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR
simulation illustrates a strong diagonal return running along the center of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.38. The strong return is composed
of specular and diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect
to the transmitter and receiver. The SAR image also illustrates a tapering return in the
transmitter/receiver plane towards the transmitter. This characteristic is explained by the
two-dimensional elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice.
The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures
6.39 and 6.40 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR
image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and receiver array. The spreading of the ellipses between the transmitter and
receiver illustrates a decrease in SAR resolution in that region. The tapering return
towards the transmitter is illustrated in the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is
described by the two-dimensional elliptical representation. The tapering towards the
transmitter is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen in the figure, creating a
stronger return along those bistatic elliptical paths.
There is a weaker return illustrated in
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Figure 6.38: Perfectly Conducting Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
- Shallow
Centered, 3D SAR Image
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Figure 6.39: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
Shallow Centered, Ellipse
Representation






Figure 6.40: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
Shallow Centered, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.41 consists, of a perfectly conducting
target placed lengthwise beyond the receiving array. This target was placed 20 feet
below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The ground permittivity
of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of
4.27xl0"5
S/m is representative of a wet
sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates multiple weak returns along an elongated elliptical path in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.42. The stronger sections of the
return fall within the true target's position. The weak return is composed of diffuse
reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the transmitter and
receiver. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown
in Figures 6.43 and 6.44 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-
dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic
returns between the transmitter and receiver array. The elongated elliptical characteristic
of the return is illustrated in the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the
two-dimensional elliptical representation. The elongated characteristic seen in the
transmitter/receiver plane is cause by shallow depth and wide placement of the target
spreading the bistatic returns. The two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest
return at the target's upper right represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.43: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
-
Shallow Wide, Ellipse Representation
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Figure 6.44: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
Shallow Wide, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.45 consists, of a perfectly conducting
target placed lengthwise between the transmitter and the receiving array. This target was
placed 75 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of
4.27xl0"5
S/m is representative
of a wet sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR
simulation illustrates a strong horizontal return running along the top of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.46. The return is approximately
the same size as the true target. The strong return is composed of specular reflections
governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the transmitter and receiver. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.47
and 6.48 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image
slice are highly correlated, illustrate the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and receiver array. The horizontal characteristic of the return is illustrated in
the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the two-dimensional elliptical
representation. The horizontal nature is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen
in the figure, the intersection of the ellipses creating a stronger horizontal return along the
bistatic elliptical. The two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest return at the
target's center represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.47: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
Deep Short, Ellipse Representation
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Figure 6.48: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
Deep Short, 2D SAR Image
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Figure 6.49: Perfectly Conducting Target Embedded
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.49 consists, of a perfectly conducting
target placed lengthwise directly under the receiving array. This target was placed 75
feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground permittivity
of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a wet
sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a strong diagonal return running along the target in the transmitter/receiver
plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.50. The return is located at the target's center and is
approximately the same width as the true target. The strong return is composed of
specular and diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to
the transmitter and receiver. The SAR image also illustrates a diagonal characteristic
prevalent within the return. This characteristic is explained by the two-dimensional
elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice. The elliptical
representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.51 and 6.52
respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are
highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and
receiver array. The diagonal characteristic of the return is illustrated in the two-
dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the two-dimensional elliptical
representation. The diagonal nature is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen in
the figure, creating a stronger return along those bistatic elliptical paths which happened
to be in the two opposite corners of the target. The two-dimensional SAR image
illustrates the strongest return at the target's center represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.51: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
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Figure 6.52: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
Deep Centered, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.53 consists, of a perfectly conducting
target placed lengthwise beyond the receiving array. This target was placed 75 feet
below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground permittivity of
15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a wet sandy
environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a weaker return running along the target in the transmitter/receiver plane, this
can be seen in Figure 6.54. The return is located at the ends of the target and is
approximately the same width as the true target. The weak return is composed of diffuse
reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the transmitter and
receiver. The SAR image illustrates a vertical return in the transmitter/receiver plane.
This characteristic is explained by the two-dimensional elliptical representation and the
two-dimensional SAR image slice. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional
SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.55 and 6.56 respectively. The elliptical
representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated,
illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and receiver array.
The vertical ellipses beyond the receiver array are identical to the intensity seen in the
three-dimensional SAR image. This correlation explains why the returns are positioned
vertically at the ends of the target. The
two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the
strongest returns along the bistatic elliptical paths represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.56: Perfectly Conducting
Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
Deep Wide, 2D SAR Image
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Figure 6.57: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Dry Sand
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.57 consists, of an air-filled target
placed widthwise between the transmitter and the receiving array. This target was placed
75 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground
permittivity of4, permeability of 1, and conductivity of4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of
a dry sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR
simulation illustrates a strong horizontal return running along the top of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.58. The return is larger than true
target. The strong return is composed of specular reflections governed by the orientation
of the target with respect to the transmitter and receiver. The elliptical representation and
two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.59 and 6.60 respectively. The
elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated,
illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and receiver array.
The large and horizontal characteristics of the return are illustrated in the two-
dimensional SAR image slice and are described by the two-dimensional elliptical
representation. The horizontal nature is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen
in Figure 6.59, the intersection of the ellipses creating a stronger horizontal return along
the bistatic elliptical. The increased size of the return is caused by the orientation of the
target. The widthwise orientation allows for more specular energy to reflect across
multiple bistatic elliptical paths and to be collected by the receiving array. The two-
dimensional SjAR image illustrates the strongest return at the target's center represented
by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.58: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Dry Sand
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Figure 6.59: Air-Filled Target





















Figure 6.60: Air-Filled Target
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Figure 6.61: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Dry Sand
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.61 consists, of an air-filled target
placed widthwise directly under the receiving array. This target was placed 75 feet below
the Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground permittivity of 4,
permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a dry sandy
environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a strong diagonal return running along the target in the transmitter/receiver
plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.62. The return is located at the target's center and is
approximately the same width as the true target. The strong return is composed of
specular and diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to
the transmitter and receiver. The SAR image also illustrates a diagonal characteristic
prevalent within the return. This characteristic is explained by the two-dimensional
elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice. The elliptical
representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.63 and 6.64
respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are
highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and
receiver array. The diagonal characteristic of the return is illustrated in the two-
dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the two-dimensional elliptical
representation. The diagonal nature is caused by the higher density of ellipses as seen in
the figure, creating a stronger return along those bistatic elliptical paths which happened
to be in the two opposite comers of the target. The two-dimensional SAR image
illustrates the strongest return at the target's center, upper right, and lower left
represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.63: Air-Filled Target









Figure 6.64: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Dry Sand
-
Deep
Centered, 2D SAR Image
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.65 consists, of an air-filled target
placed lengthwise beyond the receiving array. This target was placed 75 feet below the
Earth's surface, emulating a target of large depth. The ground permittivity of 4,
permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a dry sandy
environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a strong elongated diagonal return running along the center of the target in the
transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.66. The weak return is composed
of diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the
transmitter and receiver. The SAR image also illustrates an elongated diagonal
characteristic prevalent within the return. This characteristic is explained by the two-
dimensional elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.67
and 6.68 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image
slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and receiver array. The elongated diagonal characteristic of the return is
illustrated in the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is described by the two-
dimensional elliptical representation. The diagonal nature is caused by the higher density
of intersecting ellipses as seen in the figure, creating a stronger return along those bistatic
elliptical paths. The elongated characteristic seen in the transmitter/receiver plane is
cause by the large depth of the target spreading the diagonal bistatic returns. The
two-
dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest return at the target's sides represented by
the dark red color.
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Figure 6.66: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Dry Sand
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Figure 6.67: Air-Filled Target
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Figure 6.68: Air-Filled Target
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Figure 6.69: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Dry Sand
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.69 consists, of an air-filled target
placed widthwise between the transmitter and the receiving array. This target was placed
20 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The ground
permittivity of4, permeability of 1, and conductivity of4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of
a dry sandy environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR
simulation illustrates a strong elongated horizontal return running along the width and top
of the target in the transmitter/receiver plane, this can be seen in Figure 6.70. The strong
return is composed of specular reflections governed by the orientation of the target with
respect to the transmitter and receiver. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional
SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.71 and 6.72 respectively. The elliptical
representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated, illustrate
the ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and receiver array. The horizontal
characteristic of the return is illustrated in the two-dimensional SAR image slice and is
described by the two-dimensional elliptical representation. The horizontal nature is
caused by the higher density of
ellipses'
intersections in the figure. The increased density
of elliptical intersections creates a stronger horizontal return along the bistatic elliptical
path. The elongated characteristic is caused by the depth of the target. The shallow
placement of the target has allowed the bistatic distances to create a dense horizontal
level of returns. The increased size of the return is caused by the orientation of the target.
The widthwise orientation allows for more specular energy to reflect across multiple
bistatic elliptical paths. The two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest return
at the target's center represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.72: Air-Filled Target
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Figure 6.73: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Dry Sand
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.73 consists, of an air-filled target
placed widthwise directly below the receiving array. This target was placed 20 feet
below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The ground permittivity
of 4, permeability of 1, and conductivity of4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a dry sandy
environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates a strong return running along the target in the transmitter/receiver plane, this
can be seen in Figure 6.74. The return is located at the target's center and is slightly
larger than the true target. The strong return is composed of specular and diffuse
reflections governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the transmitter and
receiver. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown
in Figures 6.75 and 6.76 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-
dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic
returns between the transmitter and receiver array. The characteristics of the return that
are illustrated in the two-dimensional SAR image slice can be explained by the areas of
denser ellipse intersections found in the elliptical representation figure. The two-
dimensional SAR image illustrates the strongest return at the target's center represented
by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.75: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Dry Sand
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Figure 6.76: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Dry Sand
- Shallow
Centered, 2D SAR Image
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Figure 6.77: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Dry Sand
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.77 consists, of an air-filled target
placed widthwise beyond the receiving array. This target was placed 20 feet below the
Earth's surface, emulating a target of shallow depth. The ground permittivity of 4,
permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative of a dry sandy
environment. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation
illustrates strong returns along the ends of the target in the transmitter/receiver plane, this
can be seen in Figure 6.78. The return is located at the target's ends and is approximately
the same width as the true target. The weak return is composed of diffuse reflections
governed by the orientation of the target with respect to the transmitter and receiver. The
SAR image illustrates a vertical return in the transmitter/receiver plane. This
characteristic is explained by the two-dimensional elliptical representation and the two-
dimensional SAR image slice. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR
image slice are shown in Figures 6.79 and 6.80 respectively. The elliptical representation
and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the
ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and receiver array. The vertical
ellipses beyond the receiver array are identical to the intensity seen in the
three-
dimensional SAR image. This correlation explains why the returns are positioned
vertically at the ends of the target. The
two-dimensional SAR image illustrates the
strongest returns along the bistatic elliptical paths
represented by the dark red color.
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Figure 6.78: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Dry Sand
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Figure 6.80: Air-Filled Target









Figure 6.81: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.81 consists, of a cubic air-filled target
placed between the synthetic receiving array and the transmitter. This target was placed
50 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of medium depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative
of a saturated soil environment. The purpose of this simulation is to illustrate the direct
path signal and the effects it has on the received data. The three-dimensional SAR image
produced by the GPR simulation illustrates strong returns at the ideal target location and
at the transmitter's location, this can be seen in Figure 6.82. The target's return is located
at the same depth and is approximately the same size as the ideal target. The strong
return is composed of specular and diffuse reflections governed by the orientation of the
target with respect to the transmitter and synthetic receiver array. The SAR image also
illustrates the effects of the direct path signal as a strong return at the transmitter's
location. The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown
in Figures 6.83 and 6.84 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-
dimensional SAR image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic
returns between the transmitter and synthetic receiver array. One difference between
Figures 6.83 and 6.84 is the direct path signal seen in the two-dimensional SAR image
slice. This return is caused by electromagnetic energy traveling directly from the
transmitter through the air to each receiver in the synthetic receiver array. The direct path
signal essentially creates a strong return at
the position of the transmitter that is similar to
a target. This effect is prevalent in realistic GPR data and can be removed through the
use of a high-pass filter.
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Figure 6.83: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil
- Direct
Path Signal, Ellipse Representation
Figure 6.84: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Direct
Path Signal, 2D SAR Image
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Figure 6.85: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
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This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.85 consists, of a cubic air-filled target
placed between the synthetic receiving array and the transmitter. This target was placed
50 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of medium depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative
of a saturated soil environment. The purpose of this simulation is to illustrate the
flexibility of the BRDF target model, more specifically its ability to model an anisotropic
target. Analysis of this result will illustrate the returns from an anisotropic target. The
three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation illustrates a strong clover
shaped return at the top corners of the ideal target, this can be seen in Figure 6.86. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.87
and 6.88 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image
slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and synthetic receiver array. The anisotropic property of the target creates
very different returns at each receiver in the synthetic receiver array. The
composite of
all the different returns produces a valid return at target depth.
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Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil - Isotropic BRDF
Synthetic Target Scenario
Y Dimension (ft)








































BRDF Roughness Factor: 0.5












This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.89 consists, of a cubic air-filled target
placed between the synthetic receiving array and the transmitter. This target was placed
50 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of medium depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of
4.27xl0"5
S/m is representative
of a saturated soil environment. The purpose of this simulation is to illustrate the
flexibility of the BRDF target model, more specifically its ability to model an isotropic
target. Analysis of this result will illustrate the returns from an isotropic target. The
three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation illustrates a strong return
located at the top of the ideal target, this can be seen in Figure 6.90. The elliptical
representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.91 and 6.92
respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR image slice are
highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the transmitter and
synthetic receiver array. The isotropic target return has the same clover shape as the
anisotropic target. The isotropic return is denser than the anisotropic return. The
isotropic property of the target creates very similar returns at each receiver in the
synthetic receiver array. The composite of all the similar returns produces a valid return
at target depth.
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Figure 6.91: Air-Filled Target
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Figure 6.92: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Isotropic
BRDF, 2D SAR Image
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BRDF Roughness Factor: 1 .0












This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.93 consists, of a cubic air-filled target
placed between the synthetic receiving array and the transmitter. This target was placed
50 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of medium depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative
of a saturated soil environment. The purpose of this simulation is to illustrate the
flexibility of the BRDF target model, more specifically its ability to model a perfectly
diffuse target. Analysis of this result will illustrate the returns from a perfectly diffuse
target. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation illustrates a
weak return located at the top corners of the ideal target, this can be seen in Figure 6.94.
The elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures
6.95 and 6.96 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR
image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and synthetic receiver array. The perfectly diffuse property of the target
scatters energy in all directions. The perfectly diffuse target return is weak as expected.
The perfectly diffuse target model produces a valid return at target depth.
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Figure 6.94: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated
Soil - Diffuse BRDF, 3D SAR
Image














Figure 6.95: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil
- Diffuse
BRDF, Ellipse Representation
Figure 6.96: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil
- Diffuse
BRDF, 2D SAR Image












































BRDF Roughness Factor: 0.0












This GPR simulation, illustrated in Figure 6.97 consists, of a cubic air-filled target
placed between the synthetic receiving array and the transmitter. This target was placed
50 feet below the Earth's surface, emulating a target of medium depth. The ground
permittivity of 15, permeability of 1, and conductivity of 4.27x1
0"5
S/m is representative
of a saturated soil environment. The purpose of this simulation is to illustrate the
flexibility of the BRDF target model, more specifically its ability to model a perfectly
specular target. Analysis of this result will illustrate the returns from a perfectly specular
target. The three-dimensional SAR image produced by the GPR simulation illustrates a
strong return located at the top of the ideal target, this can be seen in Figure 6.98. The
elliptical representation and two-dimensional SAR image slice are shown in Figures 6.99
and 6.100 respectively. The elliptical representation and the two-dimensional SAR
image slice are highly correlated, illustrating the ambiguous bistatic returns between the
transmitter and synthetic receiver array. The perfectly specular property of the target
scatters energy in the specular direction. The perfectly specular target return is large and
strong as expected. The perfectly specular target model produces a valid return at target
depth.
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Figure 6.98: Air-Filled Target Embedded in Saturated Soil
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Figure 6.99: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Specular
BRDF, Ellipse Representation
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Figure 6.100: Air-Filled Target
Embedded in Saturated Soil - Specular
BRDF, 2D SAR Image
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BRDF Roughness Factor: 0.5












Figure 6.102: GPR Truth Scenario
One purpose of the developed GPR model is to aid in the design of a field
deployable GPR. To illustrate the validity of this model it is crucial to compare the
modeled returns to those gathered in the field by a GPR. The principle of this generated
result is to compare it to known GPR data (Figure 6.105).
The truth data was collected over two air-filled mine drifts. The pictorial
representation of this scenario can be seen in Figures 6.101 and 6.102. The target sizes
and locations, GPR parameters, and ground properties were matched to replicate the
known GPR data. The ground was modeled by a sandy ground environment to match
that of the collection site.
The three-dimensional SAR images generated from this simulation can be seen in
Figures 6.103 and 6.104. These results illustrate how to analyze results by changing the
threshold within the SAR processor. Figure 6.103 illustrates the upper mine shaft along
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with a strong elliptical return at the location of the lower mine shaft. Increasing the
threshold as seen in Figure 6.104 eliminates the return created by the upper mine shaft
and reduces the strong elliptical return at the location of the lower mine shaft to a strong
target. This result illustrates the ambiguous bistatic range ellipses as a three-dimensional
ellipsoid. These ellipses come together to form the ellipsoidal like return in Figure 6.103.
This may be cause by the fact that the second target was bigger than the first target. An
important note about this GPR model is that it was not designed for multiple targets, i.e.,
the model considers each target independently and mutual reflections are not considered.
The model concludes that no energy was absorbed or reflected by the upper mine shaft on
the bistatic path to the lower mine shaft. This point also provides validity to the fact that
the larger lower mine shaft will reflect more energy than the smaller upper mine shaft.
Another consideration in the analysis of these results is that the energy incident and
reflected by the lower mine shaft is subject to more attenuation than the upper mine shaft.
This fact is true, however, the small difference in depth and the favorable ground
properties introduce small amounts of attenuation. Overall the results seen in this
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Figure 6.103: Three-Dimensional SAR Image Upper Mine Shaft
SAR Data 3DVisualization
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Figure 6.104: Three-Dimensional SAR Image Lower Mine Shaft
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Figure 6.105: Three-Dimensional Truth SAR Image
The GPR data was collected and processed by the Air Force Research
Laboratories (AFRL) at the Rome Research Site and Black River Systems Company, Inc.
[7-13] The collected GPR data was processed using the same preprocessor and SAR
processor used to generate the previous results. The three-dimensional SAR image
produced by image processing the collected GPR data is illustrated in Figure 6.105. The
intensity of the three-dimensional returns were displayed slightly different than illustrated
in the Results of Simulated Experiments section (Section 6.3). This image illustrates an
abandoned mine shaft unknown to the initial survey of the location. Clutter and noise
also affect the three-dimensional SAR image. The correlation between the generated
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results and truth data are hard to see because of the added effects ofnoise in the collected
GPR data and the ability to change the threshold involved in the simulated results.
The lack of collected GPR data has prematurely concluded the comparisons
between collected and simulated results. This is just the first step in validating the model
with respect to the collected data. The conclusions made from this comparison provide
some correlation between the collected and simulated GPR data.
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Two Side-By-Side Air-Filled Targets Embedded in Dry Sand

























































BRDF Roughness Factor: 0.5














As noted by the previous results, currently the GPR BRDF ray-tracing model does
not consider absorption or reflection of electromagnetic energy by multiple targets.
Considering this point, results were generated to produce a multiple target scenario where
negligible interactions between targets exist.
The multiple target simulation scenario can be seen in Figure 6.106. Two air-
filled targets of equal size were placed side by side in a dry sandy environment at a depth
of 50 feet. The radar parameters were kept the same as in the previous simulation. The
results of this simulation can be seen in Figures 6.107-6.109. Figure 6.107 illustrates the
three-dimensional SAR intensity return. As expected strong target returns are found at
the tops of both targets. The returns are approximately the same size of the targets.
These results reinforce the analysis provided for the previous "mine
shaft"
data result.
These results illustrate that if the targets are the same size and placed at the same depth
similar returns will be illustrated in the three-dimensional SAR image. Two-dimensional
SAR image slices found in Figures 6.108 and 6.109 illustrate both YZ and XZ SAR slices
respectively. Both targets can be extracted from Figure 6.108 as strong returns at target
depth, represented by the dark red. Figure 6.109 illustrates only one target, the second
target is shadowed.
The results obtained from this simulation provide insight into the multiple target
scenario. Multiple targets can be modeled with this GPR BRDF ray-tracing model as
long as the electromagnetic reflection and absorption of each target is independent.
Targets of different sizes can also be examined with this GPR model through the
changing of the SAR image intensity threshold.
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Figure 6.107: Two Side-By-Side Air-Filled Targets Embedded in Dry Sand, 3D SAR
Image
YZ Plane it X Range of50 It XZ Plane atYRange ofSOU
Figure 6.108: Two Side-By-Side Air-
Filled Targets Embedded in Dry Sand,
2D Widthwise SAR Image
Figure 6.109: Two Side-By-Side Air-
Filled Targets Embedded in Dry Sand,
2D Lengthwise SAR Image
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6.4 Analysis ofResults
The validity of the GPR and target model developed by this thesis research was
extensively examined in this section. Variations in target positions, locations,
orientations, and properties were all explored and presented in the Results of Simulated
Experiments section (Section 6.3). Two different soil types were used in the simulations
to replicate both a dry and wet sandy environment. Multiple target scenarios were
explored within this result section. Collected GPR data was compared to simulated data.
These results have also illustrated and examined the constraints of the model.
Variations in target positions, locations, orientations, and properties provided a
wide range of results. Target positions included a range of target depths along with a
range of lateral positions with respect to the receiving array. The range of target depths
examined proved to produce little variance in the simulated results. The range of target
positions examined produced many different simulated results. These different results
were caused by the specular and diffuse reflections generated by the BRDF. When the
target was placed between the transmitter and receiver array the majority of the returns
were specular. These strong specular returns produced a strong distinct return as
illustrated in the two and three-dimensional SAR images. Analysis of the results depicted
that the returns were approximately the actual size of the target and are located at the
depth of the actual target. When the target was placed directly under the receiver array,
the target returns were both specular and diffuse. The combination of strong specular
returns and weaker diffuse returns produced a strong distinct target return as illustrated in
the SAR images. When the target was placed directly under the receiver array, the
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results illustrated that returns were approximately the same size and depth of the target
while illustrating a diagonal or tapering return pattern. This diagonal or tapering return
pattern fell along the bistatic elliptical range paths and is easily visualized with an
elliptical representation. When the target was beyond the receiver array, the majority of
the returns were diffuse returns. The weaker characteristic of diffuse returns produced a
blurry weak target as illustrated in the SAR images. The blurred characteristic is caused
by the weak return and the resolution of the SAR processor. When the target was placed
beyond the receiver array, weaker returns were observed. The strongest portions of the
returns were located around the target. The returns were commonly found about the
edges of the target along the transmitter/receiver plane. These results can be visualized
once again with the use of the elliptical representation. The bistatic ellipses beyond the
target were more spread out causing weaker returns. The returns that were seen in the
three-dimensional SAR image did correlate to the bistatic elliptical paths. Target
orientation did prove to produce different results. By varying the target's orientation
lengthwise and widthwise within the transmitter/receiver plane, different size returns
were noted. When the target was placed lengthwise within the scenario, strong returns
fell at target depth and were approximately the same size as the true target. When the
targets were placed widthwise within the scenario, strong returns fell at target depth and
were commonly larger than the true target. This difference
can be easily explained when
considering the bistatic elliptical paths where returns
can arise. One important thing to
remember is that the bistatic elliptical paths are truly three-dimensional ellipsoids. This
said, when the target is placed widthwise within the scenario more bistatic ellipses were
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able to intersect the target, thus producing a larger return. With the target placed
widthwise, more specular reflections intersected the receiver array, also producing a
larger return. Target type did prove to produce a range of results in these simulations.
The two targets explored were the air-filled and perfect conducting targets. The air-filled
target produced strong returns approximately at the target's true depth. The perfectly
conducting target produced similar results as the air-filled target. One interesting aspect
of the perfectly conducting target results was the ghosting effects seen in some images.
These ghosts were evident as a weaker return in the two-dimensional SAR image and
were located below the actual target. The results that illustrated this characteristic were
the scenarios where the targets were placed 20 feet below the Earth's surface. The ghost
was located below the target at a depth of 50 feet. This ghosting effect is hypothesized to
be caused by the inhomogeneity of the actual experimental volume while the SAR image
processor assumes homogenous volumes. The inhomogeneity is introduced into the
experimental volume through the insertion of a target with different dielectric properties
than the experimental homogeneous ground. The effective unfocused SAR image
processor could produce ambiguities within the returns as seen in these results.
Variations in the target provides many different characteristic in returns, this however is
just the beginning of the versatility of this GPR target model.
The environmental surroundings can be described in this GPR target model.
Setting the ground's permittivity, permeability, and conductivity, different ground types
can be modeled. These results looked at two common ground types, dry and wet sand.
The wet sandy ground overall produced weaker intensity returns than the dry sandy
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ground. This effect is caused by the greater amounts of attenuation found in the higher
permittivity wet, sandy environment. This effect can also be caused by the air-soil
interface. Since the change in permittivity is larger in the wet sandy case, more energy is
reflected at the air soil interface. Environmental surroundings have illustrated a
substantial effect on these results.
The effects of the direct path signal were analyzed by disabling the high-pass
filter in the pre-image processor which removes these signals from the GPR data. The
direct path signal was prevalent when not removed from the GPR data. The direct path
signal produced a strong target-like return at the transmitter's location. This type of a
return is expected when viewing the effects ofdirect path signals on GPR data.
The flexibility of the BRDF target model was examined through multiple
simulations. The customizable BRDF enables one to control the isotropic/anisotropic and
specular/diffuse characteristics of a target. The anisotropic BRDF target model produced
weaker returns at the top corners of the ideal target. The isotropic BRDF target model
produced stronger returns at the top of the ideal target. The difference illustrated through
the comparison of these two results is caused by the characteristics of an isotropic return
and an anisotropic return. The isotropic characteristic produces similar returns at each
synthetic receiver location, processing coherently adds them together to create a larger
stronger return. The diffuse BRDF target model produced weaker returns at the top
comers of the ideal target. The specular BRDF targetmodel produced stronger returns at
the top of the ideal target. The
difference illustrated through the comparison of these two
results is caused by the strong reflections found along
the specular direction. Since the
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synthetic receiver array falls along the specular direction of the target, the received
signals are stronger than the diffuse target case.
Although not specifically designed for multiple targets, this GPR target simulator
can handle multiple targets. Multiple targets can be added to a scenario by observing the
constraints of this GRP target simulator. The constraints exemplified through these
results are discussed at the end of this section. Multiple target simulations produced
desirable results. The target images were the same size of the target and at the correct
location. The multiple target simulations did provide insights into the constraints of the
SAR processor and GPR target model.
Collected GPR data was compared to the data produced by the GPR target
simulator. The correlation between the raw collected GPR data and the GPR target
simulator data was difficult to distinguish. This was caused, in part, by the constraints of
the SAR image processor. The returns produced by the simulation were placed at the
correct location and through the use of the SAR image threshold both targets could be
observed.
The extensive testing of the GPR model has produced insight into the constraints
of the model. One constraint illustrated from the results was the simplicity of the SAR
image processor. The SAR image processor was unable to display multiple targets of
different size. The SAR image processor could be adjusted by changing the threshold of
intensities displayed, but by doing this the smaller target would be eliminated. Another
constraint examined in these results was that of the multiple targets. This GPR target
simulator only considers multiple targets
independently. Energy interactions between
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multiple targets are not considered in this target model. These constraints are worth
noting when the GPR target model is used to produce returns.
Overall the GPR BRDF target model with ray-tracing produces favorable
results.
As hypothesized, the main contributors to model variation are the location, type,
orientation of the target, and the properties of the ground. These results aid in the
depiction of the validity of this model.
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7. Discussion and Conclusions
The main contributions of this thesis effort are the specular and diffuse target
model and the incorporation of a powerful GPR simulation tool. In order to analyze a
complex target model, the simulator must be equally versatile. This has led to the
investigation and implementation of a fully controllable GPR in simulation. The
powerful target model examined both specular and diffuse reflections while accounting
for phase and amplitude information presented through the returned CWLFM chirp.
7.1 GPR Simulation
Knowledge of GPR systems has proved beneficial in the creation of the fully
controllable GPR system in simulation. The versatility of the GPR system lies within the
accurately portrayed parameters common to most GPRs. The simulation provides full
control over the transmitted waveform, transmitter and receiver antenna patterns and
properties, preprocessing of received data, and SAR processing of received data. The
GPR simulation has proven to be sufficient in the generation ofGPR data. The powerful
simulator is easily configurable with batch mode or graphical operation. The GPR data
processor was created independently from the target model making it suitable for
processing collected GPR data or other synthetically
generated GPR targets.
7.2 BRDF TargetModel
The goal to obtain a more realistic GPR target model has been achieved in this
thesis. The complexity involved at the
intersections of changing dielectric properties has
been modeled by the powerful energy interaction model called the BRDF. The
propagation of energy was modeled by the proven method of Ray-Tracing. Together
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these modeling techniques created an accurate GPR target model. The sophistication of
the target model incorporates many other realistic characteristics. By accounting for
direct path, air soil interface, and target/ground attenuation the model's credibility
increases. Another phenomenon that this target model accounted for is dispersion at
target and soil boundaries. The intense compilation of results and describable
characteristics adds to the credibility of the GPR target model. The next step in the GPR
model research is to meticulously compare this model to collected GPR data.
7.3 Future Work
As indicated throughout the thesis there is much more work to be done in the
development of a realistic valid GPR model. The desire to collect an abundance ofGPR
field data will prove to be beneficial in the understanding and modifications of a realistic
GPR target model. Once GPR data is collected and studied, the GPR simulator could be
used to provide proof of concept designs and modifications to the hardware GPR.
Modular hardware experiments of the GPR could also benefit the research in a GPR
target model. Such as extensive antenna and waveform experiments that could be
reconstructed in simulation.
Some assumptions made in this thesis drastically simplified the target model
created. The target model was also limited in the shapes of targets. This target model is
only capable of creating point source, square, and rectangular targets. The target model
will be greatly benefited by the incorporation of different target types. A spherical target
would provide an abundance of information about the GPR target model because a wide
range of incident energy angles will be explored in each simulation. The limitations in
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the multiple target generation mentioned in the previous chapter has sparked the need for
a sophisticated multiple target generator which accounts for the mutual energy
interactions between multiple targets. This task would greatly complicate the model and
would prove to be very useful when comparing simulated and collected data. The
improvements of the target model should not stop here, as more information is gathered
pertaining to collected GPR data, more doors will be opened and more assumptions must
be eliminated.
As the target models become more complex, presenting not only phase
information, but also magnitude information, the need for the incorporation of a new
SAR image processor into the GPR simulation increases. The GPR SAR processor
described and utilized in this thesis was suitable to interpret the returned signals
generated with the target model. As the target model becomes more realistic a new SAR
processor must be developed to accurately portray the returned signals in a two and three
dimensional fashion.
Understanding and modeling GPR returns for the development of a field
deployable GPR is the long term goal of the United States Military and other commercial
companies. This future work outlines the constraints discovered while creating a
versatile and complex GPR simulator and target model.
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